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FOREWORD 
This report was prepared by Convair Division of C ~ n e r a l  Dynamics under 
Contract NAS8-26972, "Space LOX Vent System" for the George C, Mar- 
shall Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
tration. The work was administered under the technical direction of the 
Astronautics Laboratory, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center with 
Mr. R. Stonemetz and Mr. G. Young acting a s  project managers. The 
current project manager is Mr. G. Ym~ng. 
The project leaders at Convair have been Mr. J. A. Stark and Mr. R. C. 
Erickson. The current project leader is Mr. R. C. Erickson. In addi- 
tion, the following Convair personnel contributed to the program: Messrs. 
M. D. Waiter, J. R. Elliott and H. G. Brittain, 
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The basic objective of this program performed under Contract NAS8-26972 has been 
to design, build and test a low gravity prototype vent system capable of exhausting 
only vapor to apace from an all liquid o r  two-phase mixture of oxygen. Thls objeutlve 
has been met with a compact heat exchanger thermodynamic vent system. This report 
documents the work completed to select and design the vent system and to demonstrate 
performance of the vent system to control pressure in a liquid oxygen tank. The 
primary design requirement is  for the system to control pressure in a 2.74 rn (9 foot) 
oxygen tank to 310 13.8 kN/m2 (45 * 2 psia) when the external heating rate ts 
32.2 - 35.2 watts (110-120 Btuhr).  
During the preliminary analysis and concept selection task a literature survey was 
conducted to determine those system concepts capable of meeting the basic LOX vent 
requirements. The literature search was accomplished primarily for tho period from 
1965 up to the present. Work prior to 1966 was thoroughly covered under the flrst 
phase of the "Study of Zero-Gravity, Vaporhiquid Separatian, It Contract NAS8-20146 
performed for NASA/MSFC by Convair. This previous data was, however, reviewed 
for specific application to the present LOX vent program. The major difference 
between previous programs, which were oriented primarily to LH2, and the present 
program i s  that the critical nature of the liquid oxygen environment necessitates a 
re-evaluation of hardware and system requirements for use with oxygen. 
In the literature survey, the systems reviewed include devices using centrifugal, 
liquid surhc3 ancl electric forces, and devices relying on heat transfer. In each of 
the concepts presented above, the use of local liquid vapor separation versus total 
fluid control was considered. 
With regard to local separation, the most significant requirement is  that the device 
be capable of opnration with a 100% liquid inlet. The only concept fourid which can 
efficiently operate under such a condition waj the thermodynamic heat exchanger vent 
system. With regard to total fluid control, vortexing of the entire tank fluid was 
discarded because of the potential interference with the overall vehicle control and 
perscnnel operat iolls and the long time i ntervals potentially required for start-up 
and shutdown. In the case of electrical syei sms, there is still some question of 
LO2 compatibility where electrical discharges may occur and development of the 
required high voltage feed-thro~~ghs and orientation electrodes has not been sufficient 
to dernomtrate a higb ievel of codidence. 
Reaul: 3 of the literature survey and screening analysis was the selection of the 
thermodynamic vent system comept a s  the most viable for further study and design 
under the present program. A thermodynamic vent system ingests the fluid 
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either liquid o r  vapor, to be vented from a taak aad throttles it at oonstant e W p y  
to a lower preswl.re and temperature before passing It iato a heat exchanger. In the 
heat exchanger, either a free coweotion dlstriln ed or  a compolot forced oonvection 
heat exchanger, energy is hsorbed direotly o r  iaiirectly from the hulk fluid in 
sufficient quantity to vaporlze any liquid, ff present, and superheat tb.e vapor before 
it is discharged overboard. 
Internally suspeoded, interior wall and exterior wall types of natural conveotion- 
distributed heat exchangers vent sys tem were considered before an exterior wall 
mounted type was selected. Analysis of the functional requirements of the forced 
convection compact heat exohanger system included sizing h l k  pmpellant mixing, 
and mot.~r/~ump elzing. A comprehensive comparison between the compact heat 
exchanger vent system and the wall heat exchanger vent system was completed. 
The compact heat exchanger has a weight penalty of 28.1 kg (62 lb) for a 3- 
mission. This weight can be predetermined und the concept i s  sufficiently developed 
to allow reasonable assurance that it can be further developed to meet the requirements 
of this program. On the other hand, the relative state of development of the wall heat 
exchanger comept is  m t  sufficient to warrant its selection for this program. At 
this point in time reliable tools for predicting thermodynamic performance of wall 
heat exchangers operating on large tbnks, over the full range d possible space con- 
ditiow, are not available m r  can any particular con€iguration be identified a s  the 
best design to plrme for development. Thus, the compact heat exchanger concept 
was selected a s  the prototype LOX vent system which beat meets the requirements of 
this program. 
Tbe detail design phase of the study included with the finalization of vent ~ y s t e m  
performame, development of component sp(xifications, eolicitatbn of vendor bids, 
selection of zomponents aad overall system. package design. The following component 
requirements were defined. 
Heat Axchanger: 
Hot side 0.00284 m3/sec (6.0 d m )  @ 
0.3048 m (1 ft) Lo, presarre drop 
Cold Side 0.0047 kg/sec (37.5 lblhr) @ 
3.45 k ~ / c m ~  (0.5 psi@ pressure drop 
Pump Capacity: 3 .00284m /sea @ .91 mhead (&.Odm@ 3.0 ft) 
2 Preamre Switch Dead Band: to 10.3 kN/m (1.5 psi) minlmum 
Vent Flow Rate: .0047 kg/sec (37.5 lb/hr) nominal 
Thmttling Pressure: 152 k ~ / m ,  (22 psis) oomiml 
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The above requirements were given to hardware vendors. Component seleotlon waa 
based on bidder technical abUity, minimum wets  and the ability to deliver on schedule. 
The followtag i t e m  were procured and assembled iuto a complete test pmkago. 
a. A throttltng regulator of alumlmm conetruotlon with an evacuated bellowe 
sensing downstream pressure (HTL Industries P/N 187250-4). W . ;.. . ,;P the 
unit 0.22 kg (0.62 lb). 
b. The filter is  of stainless steel constmotion wlth a 10 mioron-nomid rating 
(Western Filter Co, In. P/N 70-16510-10) Weight of the unit i s  -09  k;: (0.87 lb) 
c. The heat eatchanger i s  of all alumimm construction and weights 2.95 kg. (6.5 lb) 
(Geoscience P/N 02B2). The cold o r  vent side flow lu through a single coil of 
-95 cm (3/8 inch) tubiqg, and the hot side flow la vortexed over the outside of 
this tubing. This design allows for highly etflcient heat t r a d e r  of a botllng 
fluid and minimizes the possibility of liquid "carry-over." 
d. The pump/motor is basically of stainless-steel construction and weighs 5kg 
(11 lbs) (Suers .d) P/N EP145603-100, SNX-1). The unit was modified from 
an existing pump/motor. The motor was modff led from 60 Hz 240V unit to 
60 Hz 75 v unit with an o.>erating speed of approximately 1800 rpm with 60 Hz 
thzee phase and 75 v input. The speed and flow of the unit can be reduced to 
approximately one-sixth of design by proportionately reduc 1% the frequency 
and voltage, 
e, The pressure switch is of stainless steel construction and weigh6 0.34 kg 
(0.75 lb) (Hydra-Electric P/N 83159). It i s  located external to the propeilam 
tank in the vacuum chamber environment. 
The entire test package, includlag instrumentation bosses and mccluting bracketry 
weighs 11. d6 kg (25 15) (Figure 3-7). Jn this syetein, heat.. : wall ~ ' ~ i n l e s e  tubing and 
instrumentattan bosses were used tn order to be compatible wlth exlbtlng CRES 
temporahre probe fixtures. 
The s y ~ t e m  shown in Figure 3-7 watl tested with oxygen in an 2.2 m by 1.88 m (87 inch) 
by 74 inch) oblate epkeroid tauk. Thie tank was superim:!&ed with 22 layers of 
goldized kapton Superfloe Lnsul atlon and installed in the vacuum ohamber a t  the Convalr 
Sycamore Canyon Cryogenic Test Site. The test package was located approxlmatdy 
. E m (20 inchenj from the bottom of the t e ~ t  tank. 
Prior to system evaluation testing, each component was individually tested to demon- 
strate component compatibility and operatjon in LQ. Upon completion of the com- 
poneilt testing, the systam was assembled and its ability to  operate in LO2 was 
demonstrated, 
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The 240 hour test program to evall-late the LO2 vent system was then completed, A 
total of 94 pressure cycles at 57 different test conditions were completed to ddirre 
the performance envelope of the vent package, The test parameters imluded four 
liquid levels 0.18 m to 1.5m (7 inch to 60 imh) , a h  total heat fluxes 67 watta to 
439 watts (230 ~ t u / h r  to 1500 ~tu/hr), four pump speeds (230 RPM to 1800 RPM) 
four vent rates 1.1 gm/s to 9.95 gm/e (9 l b h r  to 75 l b h r )  and two pump discharge 
flow directions (nozzle vertical, toward the liquid/vapor interface and the nozzle 
horizontal, toward the tank wall). 
The vent system was able to control test tank pressure for all conditions except at  
minimum pump speed, with the vent inlet and hwt exchanger in liquid and the pump 
discharge nozzle in the horizontal position. The vent system vented vapor only for all 
test conditions except at  minimum plmp speed where it appeared that the aystem 
pulsed some liquid. The minimum pump speed represents a condition of 1/6 design 
plmp speed, 280 RPM. 
A l l  work completed under this oontract was accomplished using customary english 
units. A s  required by contract all units are reported with !ha International System of 
Units as  the preferred primary system of units except fcr recorded teat data which 
are  reported in customary english unite for which the inatrumentation was calibrated. 
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SECTION 1 
A INTRODUCTION 
?. 
This is  the final report summarizing the work completed under contract NAS8-26972 
"Space LOX Vent System." Work ccvered includes concept sulection, design, fabri- 
cating and testing of a prototype compact heat exchanger thermodynamic vent system. 
The system is designed to operate in n 2.7m (9 foot) spherical liquid oxygen tank with 
a hca.ting rats of 32,2 - 35.2 watts (110-120 Btu/hr) ald to control pressure to 310 * 
13.8 kx/m2 (45 t 2.0 psia). The design mission i s  of 2,590 ks (30 days) duration on 
board a space shuttle orbiter, 
Details of the system definition task to determlnl: system requirements and specifications 
a re  contained in Section 2. Four primary separation concepts were considered: 
a. Heat Exchange o r  Thermodynamic Vent - where the vent fluid i s  throttled to 
a low pressure and temperature and allowed to exchange heat with the tank 
fluid in order to vaporize any liquid initially present in the vent stream, 
b. Mechanical Separation - employing a rotating element imparting centrifugal 
forces to the fluid to separate the gas from the liquid. 
c ,  Dielectrophoresis - utilizihg the forces caused by non-uniform electric fields 
acting upon dielec..ric fluids, such as  hydrogen and oxygen. Both total liquid 
control and separator devices were considered. 
d. Surface Ternion - utilizing fluid surface forces to orient the liquid in a tank, 
employing baffles o r  screens, o r  to effect a separation in a vent separator 
device. 
Detail design definition of the selected heat exchanger vent system i s  presented in 
Section 3. The various trade-ofis which were made include: 
a. Bulk heat exchanger versus wall type 
b. Pump turbine drive versus electric motor 
c. Determination of optimum vent flow rates and vent cycle 
d. Determination of tank mixing requirements 
Procurement of system components and system are discussed in Section 4. The 
overall design of the test facilities a d  ayetern evalurrtlon testing are presePted in 
Section 5. Detail discussion of test resulte for the total vent system as well as  
iadividual components is  given in Section 6. 
Overall study conclusion a d  recommezdationa are presented in Section 7. 
SECTION 2 
VENT SYSTEM SCREENING AND SELECTION 
The objective of this program was to design, build and test a low-gravity prototype 
vent system capable of e~tausting only vapor to space from an all liquid o r  two-phase 
mixture of oxygen. Design criteria and ground rules a re  based on the vent system 
finding application in the LO2 tark of the Space Shuttle Orbital Mamevering System 
(OMS). A literature survey was completed to define possible vent systen concepts 
that would meet requirements and a comparative screening analysis was done to 
select the most promising system. The work in this section was performed under 
the Co~vair  Aerospace 1971 Indepelldent Research and Develcpment (IRAD) program, 
Reference 2-1, and is reported herein only for reference as  it relates to the pertinent 
subject of liquid oxygen tank venting. 
2 .1  DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND GROUND RULES 
Space Shuttle operating data were received fmm the NASA/MSFC project manager 
(rderence 2-8). These data were reviewed and compared with the data presented 
in References 2-1 through 2-7. 
Based on these data, the LOX vent program was conducted under the following ground 
rules: 
1. The basic vent system specifications are  presented in Table 2-1. It is  
noted that data contained in the basic contract scope of work are also irtluded 
for completeness. Tank material, shape and acceleration levels were taken 
from References 2-4, 2-6 and 2-7. The maximum acceleration of g's 
comes from assuming that the shuttle is actually docked to the space station 
during a significant portion of the coast period. 
The gross propellant use schedule, based primarily on data from Reference 
2-6, is presented in Table 2-2. It is mted that the maximum time between 
the TPI maneuver and deoribt was increased from that given in Refereace 
2-6 to 2,578 K s  (716 hrs) to allow for the possiblity of a 30 day mission. 
Otherwise the data reflects overall minimum and maximum condition for 
the Orbit Maneuvering System (OMS), as presented in Refereme 2-6. It 
is assumed that for the present vent application, long coast periods, such 
as  in orbit without propellant usage, are  the most critical and the only need 
for a usage schedule is  to provide an approximate measure of these times 
and corresponding ullage volumes. For calculating LO2 tank volumes, an 
initial ullage of 3% a d  a propellant mixtul 3 ratio of 5:l a re  used. LO2 density is  taken to be 1,135 kg/m3 (70.8 lb/ft3) (Reference 2-6). 
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Table 2-1. Basic Vent System Specifications 
Design Element 
Propellant 
Overall Tank Pressure Rarge 
Tank Pressure Control Range 
Operational Tank Fluid Temperature 
Overall Temperature Range 
Separator Inlet Quality 
Vapor Vent Flow Rate Range 
Total Operational Steady-State Heat Leak 
Suction Line to Tank Outlet Heat Leak 
Mission Duration 
Minimum Life Time 
Vibration Levels 
Component Failure Critiera 
Tank Material 
Tank Shape 
Coast Acceleration Levels 
L 
1 Deorbit 
Contingency 
Specif icatlon 
Liquid Oxygen 
103.5 - 345 kN/m2 a (15-50 psia) 
3 10 t 13.8 k ~ / m ~  a (45 i 2 psia) 
89" to 130°K (160" to 18S0R) 
89" to 244°K (160" to 440"R) 
0 to 100% 
-63 to 6.3 gm/s (5 to 50 I b h )  
32.2 to 35.2 watts (110 to 120 I3tuhr) 
5.9 to 8.8 watts (20 to 30 ~lu/hr) 
605 to 2,590 ks (7 - 30 days) 
100 Missions 
20 g's mnoperational 
5 gls operational 
1 - operational 
2 - safe 
Alumimm 
Spherical 
lo-4 - 0 gls 
I 
Table 2-2. Typical OMS Propellant Use Schedule 
I 
! 1 Event 
Phasing 
I  / Height 
I 
! Coelliptic 
I 
I 
i TPI 
I 
I 
Total 
Mission Elapsed 
Time, ks (hr 
min. /max 
2.88/2.88 
(0.8/0.8) 
5.76/79.92 
(1.6/22.2) 
8.64/82.82 
(2.4/23.9) 
14,04/88.56 
(3.9/24.6) 
82.44/2,592 
(22.9/720) 
Time From Last 
Burn, ks (hr) 
min. /max. 
2.88/77.04 
(0.8/21/4) 
2.88/2.88 
(0.8/0.8) 
5.40/5.76 
(1.5/1.6) 
8700/14,1400 
(19,145/31,754) 
- 
Total Propellant 
Used, kg Ob) 
min. /max 
988/3220 
(2200/7 100) 
2087/2560. 
(4600/5640) 
191/2130 
(420/4690) 
161h92.5 
I (355/424) 
3. In order to evaluate the possible effects on vent system operation of having 
combined propellant storage for the OMS and Attitude Control Propllsion 
System (ACPS), it is desired to also define a typical ACPS operating cycle. 
Important factors are frequency and duration af operation, propellant used, 
and disturbing accelerations. Potential accelerations caused by the ACPS 
operation are important in that for systems utilizing accumulators it is 
feasible that venting may occur while these engines are  firing. A survey 
of the data contained in Referewes 2-6, 2-8 and 2-9 indicates a significant 
range of potential operating conditions. Based on a representative compila- 
tion of this data the following range of conditions was investigated for their 
effect 011 vent system performance. 
a. &'iring duration of 6 to 500 sec. 
b. Time between firings of 10 to 7200 see. 
c. Liquid oxygen used during a firing of 19 to 158.8 kg (42 to 350 lb). 
d. Disturbing acceleration during a firing of 0.141 g's. 
It is assumed that the above ACPS operations occur between the OAMS 
firings presented in Tab1.e 2-2. 
4. A completely autogeneous pressurization system was assumed for the 
basic analysis. Use of oxygen pressurant simplifies the vent system design 
in that heat transfer coefficients can be better predicted and an unknown 
loss of helium pressurant through the vent i s  eliminated. This reduces the 
leed for a vent system which operates only with a liqu~a inlet. 
2.2 LITERATURE SURVEY 
This section describes the results of a literature survey to define all systems which 
may be applicable to the LOX vent requirements presented in Srxtion 2.1. The 
literature search was accomplished primarily for the period from 1965 up to the 
present. 
It is noted that work prior to 1966 was thoroughly covered under the first phase of 
the "Study of Zero-Gravity, vaporhiquid Separators, " Contract NAS8-20146 
performed for NASA/MSF C by Convair Aerospace (Refereme 2- 10). 
Under that program various ways were studied of separating vapor from liquid in a 
low-acceleration field in order to permit venting of vapor. Four primary methods of 
separation were considered: 
a. Heat Exchange o r  Thermodynamic Vent - where the vent fluid is throttled 
to a low pressure and temperature and allowed to exchange heat with the 
tank fluid in order to vaporize any liquid initially present in the vent 
stream. 
b. Mechanical Separation - employing a rotating element imparting centrifugal 
forces to the fluid to separate the gas from the liquid. 
c. Dielectrophoresis - utilizing the forces caused by mn-uniform electric 
fields acting upon dielectric fluids, such a s  hydrogen and oxygen. Both 
total liquid control and separator devices were considered. 
d. Surface Tension - utilizing fluid surface fomes to orient the liquid in a tank, 
employing baffles or screens, o r  to effect a separation in a vent separator 
device. 
Other separation methods including fluid rotation, a "hydrogen subliminator, " and 
magnetic positioning were considered, but were not found to be of sufficient value to 
be included in the detailed predesign comparisons with the four methods listed above. 
It was found that the didectrophoretic and surface tension devices were consistently 
poorer from safety/reliability anl efficiency considerations than either the mechanical 
o r  heat exchange separator systems. The latter two systems were competitive with 
each other on maoy of the criteria, but. the heat ex:..-nge system was judged to be 
the most promilsing one for the three vehicle/mission cases considered in this study. 
A major consideration was the inability of systems other than the thermodynamic 
one to operate efficiently with a 100% liquid iclet. More detailed studies of the heat 
exchange type of .ystem were then made paralleling a phase II program under the 
AAS8-20146 contract to define, design and test such a system for a hydrogen tank. 
Testing was satisfactorily completed on the LH, system and the data are presented 
in Reference 2-11. The major difference betwgen the previous program and the LOX 
vent program is that the critical nature of the liquid oxygen environment necessitates 
a re-evaluation of hardware and system requirements for use with oxygen. As an 
example, the use of electric wiring in the oxygen should be eliminated and more 
emyil~sis needs to be placed on passive systems than was done for the hydrogen 
- 9plication. 
The basic objective of the current literature search was to update the information 
contained in Reference 2-10 with specific application to the LOX vent program and to 
determine if a w  new system comepts o r  data had been generated which may change 
the previous canclusions, o r  make systems other than the thermodynamic systems 
more competitive for the LOX vent application . The main emphasis in the search 
was thus on basic vent concepts and their potential feasibility with respect to LOX 
operation, rather than detailed phenomenon such as surface tenaior. and droplets 
separatio~i theory. Such thmry was only considered as  it  effect^ the determination 
of LOX vent feasibility. 
The STAR, CSTAB, and IAA indexes were reviewed and a Defense Documentation 
Center search was conducted under the subject headings of "Liquid Vapor Separation" 
and "Cryogenic Pmpellant Venting. " Where the document titles indicated application 
to the current LOX vent program, available abstracts were reviewed and pertinent 
documents obtained. New documents reviewed for specific application to the present 
program are  listed in Appendix A along with a description of the general content o r  
scope of the document, key techml~gy advamements presented, and how the data 
contained may be applicable to the present LOX vent program. Where specifically 
cited in the following discussions, these documents are  also listed in the Fkference 
section by author and title. 
Pertinent information was found for s,,aration devices using centrifugal, liquid 
surface and elecLric fomes and devices relying on heat transfer. In each case the 
use of local liquid vapor separation versus total fluid control was considered. Key 
points uncovered by the literature survey were: 
1. The work done to date on dielectrophoretic systems has not been sufficient 
to demmtrate a high level of confidence as to their operating safety in 
oxygen. Development of reliable high voltage feed-throughs is still a 
proSlem and the potential arcing of electrodes is forever present. There- 
fore such systems were not considered further. 
2. A variation of the basic thermodynamic heat exchanger vent system was 
noted in the literature which has not been considered in previous contracted 
studies. This system i s  described in Reference 2-12 and illustrated in 
Figure 2-1. 
I t  is similar to the thermodynamic vent system studied under Contract 
NAS8-20146 e. -ept that the m .chanical plmp is replaced by a high voltage 
DC field. T:* L field i s  applied between the heat exchanger coils and the 
tank wall in order to cause tank fluid agitation. For a 500,000 volt field 
it was estimated that heat transfer coefficients at low-g (approximately 
gr s) car be increased to what they would be for natural convection at  
one-g. The Reference 2-12 data irrlicated that this syhtem would even be 
applicable to fluorine tank venting and is  better than either a wall exhanger 
o r  a bulk unit with a mechanical mixer. However, additional information 
obtained from MDAC (Referenco 2-13) indicated that no further work had 
been done on this system since 1969. The major problem is with high 
voltage feed-throughs, in that the heat exchanger at high potential must be 
res ure 
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Figure 2- 1. Electro Convection Thermodynamic Vent System 
electrically insulated from the tank at low potential. The problems with this 
system are thus assentially the same as for the dielectrophoretic liquid 
separation systems, and, was thus m t  considered further. 
The basic thermodynamic concept can be made tc be compatible with the 
oxygen envimnment by isolating the pump motor windings from direct 
contact with the oxygen by u3e of a sealed can between the wiring and the 
rotor. Also, the possibility exists of using the vent gas to drive a turbine 
to power the plmp, and the potential of using a wall heat exchanger without 
any pump exists. The heat exchanger vent concept is  thus considered 
further under the final systems analysis and concept selection task described 
in Section 2-3. 
4. With regard to local separation for systems other than the heat exchanger, 
the most significant operating problem i s  the requirement that the device vent 
vapor when the inlet i s  100% liquid. It i s  noted that it may be feasible to 
operate such systems with a 100% liquid inlet if throttling were accomplished 
at the inlet to create some vapor for separation. However, in thie case the 
separated liquid would need to be pumped back to the tank pressure and inlet 
qualities obtained in this manner would be very low, Based on data developed 
in Reference 2-10, it i s  concluded that local surface tension devices operatiqg 
in this mode wwld not be feasible and were thus not considered further in 
the study. Use of fluid vortexing such as with a vortex tube o r  a mechanical 
separator has been proposed by some (Rd. 2-23) and is considered further 
in Section 2.3. 
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5. Total fluid separation with a surface tenston screen system, such a s  
described in Refcreme 2-9, does appear feasible and is  analyzed a& 
compared with other systems in Sectiou 2.3. 
6. Complete tank fluid rotation was discarded from further consideration 
due to potential interference with the overall vehicle control and personnel 
operations and the lcng time intervals potentially required for s tar t  up 
and shutclown. 
2.3 SYSTEMS ANALY8S AhQ CONCEPT SELECTION 
This section describes and snaljzes the candidate low-gravity LOX tank vent eystems 
which showed sufficient merit to pass the p~ciiminary screening reportd in Section 
2.2. Two basic concepts a re  considered. One is the use of a constant entnalpy 
throttling valve, which regardless of illlet fluid quality insures that the inlet of a.qj 
downstream device will receive some vapor. The other i s  to contrcl the entire bulk 
of liquid within the tank at ali times such that only vapor i s  a!lowed to contact the vent 
system inlet. Systems which utilize anapetrearn thraitling dev~ce,  include vort.ex, 
cyclone o r  mechanically driven liquid-vapor separator? and the heat exchanger which 
vaporizes inlet fluid due to temperature difference created h! the throttling process. 
The only system founcl which utilizes the total liquid control concept employes surface 
tension devices. 
2.3.1 THROTTLING CONCEP_T.- The constant enthalpy throttling process for  typical 
vent system operating conditions i s  described with the aid of the temperature-enthropy 
diagram in Figure 2-2. The state points describing four possible thrcttling valve 
inlet conditions are  shown a s  l a  through Id. The final state points after expanding 
on constant enthalpy lines to a lower pressure a re  given a s  2a through 2d. l a  to 2a 
describes the throttling pracess for  superheated vapor, l b  to 2 b f c r  a tvrn phase inlet 
condition ending in a vapor quality of 50%, l c  to 2c i s  for  a saturated liquid inlet ending 
in a mixture with 8% vapor quality, and Id  to 2d i s  for  a subcooled liquid inlet (30 psia 
saturation pressure) ending in a mixture with 4% vapor quality. A device p,aced 
downstream of the throttling valve would then be required to operate with inlet conditions 
ranging from state points 2a through 2d. 
2.3.2 NECZ.IAMCAL V V T Q R  SYSTEMS. Figure 2-3 i s  a schematic 
of a typical system utilizing a mechanical o r  vortex tube type separator. It  i s  assumed 
that in this system the separator i s  supplied with a fluid ranging in vapor quality from 
approximately 4% to 100%. The vapor is  then separated from the liquid and vented 
overboard. The liquid must be plmped back up to a sufficient pressure head for 
return to the tank. Power to drive the pump and/or separator may be supplied from 
a turbine driven by vent gas, o r  from an electric motor. 
The eff ectiv eness of this system depends on the separating eff iciemy of the separator 
and the power required to drive the pump and separator. 
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The qualitative fact that liquid carry-over will occur, in a favorable 1-g envimnment 
under which these tests were performed, would indicate that this type of device would 
be unusable for  the present LOX vent application. It  is also unlikely that such a 
system wmld have better performance characteristics than those described by the 
Figure 2-4 data, 
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2 .3 .3  -&' VENT SYSTEM, The thermodynamic vent concept is shown 
s c h e ~ ~ t i c d l y  in Figure 2-5 and operates in the following manner. The vent line 
betwee9 the tank and space contains a throttling regulator through which tank fluid 
i ~ 1  expanded to a lower pressure and temperature. The temperature difference 
between tank fluid and the throttled fluid is  used to raise the quality of the throttled 
or vent fluid and produce superheated vapor at the outlet of a heat exchanger. This 
system can be designed to vent vapor regarciless of inlet conditions. 
Q J - ,  Figure 2-4, taken from Reference 2-14 a s  
a typical peiformance curve for mechanically 
drive separators, shows that for the range 
of inlet conditions (i. e. ,  vapor quality 1 to 
.04) 0 to 10% of the liquid flowing through 
the system can be vented overboard. For 
extended duration missions, such a s  anti- 
cipated for space shuttle, a considerable 
weight penalty in excess propellants would 
J thus need to be carried along for venting. --- . The mechanically driven separator is thus considered undesirable for  the low-g IX)X tank venting because inlet conditions cannot 
. l .?i i-- 
i 
1 
0 . 2  . 4  . 6  . be cowrolled and if low vapor quality mix- 
Inlet Uualit y Lures enter this system, significant quantities 
of liquid would be vented. 
Figure 2-4. Mechanical Separator 
Perlormam e 'the vortex tube (using centrifical forces 
wit,h separated flowstreams exiting parallel) 
and the cyclone t ~ p e  separator (a conical shaped devise u s ~ n g  centrifica! forces and 
secondary flow forces on the cone face to split the separated fiow in opposite directions) 
were also considered for  this basic system. Using ac a.mlysis developed in Reference 
2-15 it was shown that the kortex tube watld be acceptable plrely from a pressure 
drop standpoint for use in the LOX vent system. Other consideratiom such as 
separation efficiency, however were not dealt with in this ref .-.rewe. Reference 2-16 
on cyclonic two-fluid separation presented a more detailed analysis of the oeparation 
process itself. However, from the same reference, a t e s t  program using a i r  arjd 
water spray indicates that even u n d v  favorable 1-g conditions, liquid carry-over in 
the gas will occur. The actual, amount of carry-over and governing phenomena were 
not examined and t h ~ s  no qualitative assessment of wasted propellant could be made 
for  the present case. 
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F igure 2-5. Thermodynamic System - General Schematic 
The design i s  quite flexible and, other than knowledge of approximate boil off rate, i s  
in ru, way vehTcle o r  mission dependent. For example, in the case of the heat emhanger, 
a compact coiled tube o r  a wall-mounted tube configuration may be employed. The 
heat exchanger can also be used as  the conditioning system for  feedlines and acquisition 
devices. An  electric o r  turbine driven mixer can be used to reduce heat exchanger 
length and promote temperature destratification. The vent operation can be contimous 
o r  intermittent. Intermittent venting can be actuated electrically o r  pneumatically. 
Weight of a system designed to this collcept for thk\ space shuttle orbiter LO2 OMS 
tank i s  estimated to be 7 to 18 kg (15 to 40 lbs) deperbding on which type of heat 
exchanger i s  used and whether o r  not a mixer i s  employed. This wauld include all- 
hardware a~sociated with the vent system plus incremental vehicle electrical fuel 
cell sjrstem weight in the case where an electric mixer is used. In addition to the  
1-elatively light hardware weight, z reduction in the r.lass of propellant vemed i s  
achieved due to the systems ability to vent superhcated vapor. 
2.3.4 SULK CONTROL VENTING. The only bulk control system considered feasible 
fox the present application i s  a surface tension total management system designed by 
Martin Marietta Corporation, Reference 2-9. This device i s  schematically represented 
in Figure 2-6. I t  i s  designed to comply essentially with the ground rules presented 
in Secticln 2.1 and is fully described in Reference 2 -3.  
The i r h n t  of this system is  to maintain the outer annulus (region I) a s  a liquid free 
region for gaseous venting and the inner sphere (Region IV) a s  a gas free volume 
for  liquid e w l s i o n .  Screen "A" i s  sized to contain the initial Itquid volume, therefore 
the volume of region I i s  equal to the anticipated initial ullage volume. Following 
boost and pra;.ressurization m3t of the liquid in the tank will be positioned within 
screen "A" a s  follows: with screen "A" k l ly  wetted, vaporization and/or injection of 
a gressurant will cause the pressure in regiun I to rlso forcing the liquid there intn 
the lower pressure inner regions. During engine operation liquid i s  expelled i m m  
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Figure 2-6. Surface Tension Total Management System 
region IV while pressurant, if required, is  adaed to region I. The liquid will flow 
from region I1 through 111 into TV. During continued outflow the liquid level in region 
I1 will drop while the level in region 111 remains constant until the delta head exceeds 
the retention capabilities of screen "B". At this point the level in region TI1 begins 
to drop with the delta head between regions II and III remaining constant until region 
I1 i s  drained. The same sequence will take place with regions I11 and IV until all 
remaining liquid is retained in region IV. The above operating sequence assumes 
a constant low-g acceleration direction. With varying acceleration directions the 
sequence will change but the intended function of keeping region IV free of gas ard 
region I free of liquid would theoretically be accomplished. 
This system has one obvious problem in venting only vapor, the possibility of screen 
"A" losing its liquid retention capability which could result in the venting of liquid. 
There a re  several conceivable conditions (some discussed in Reference 2-9) where 
liquid would be retained o r  spilled into region I; such a s  normal acceleration levels 
during engine firing (until tank is haft empty), an &normal acceleration level, excess 
residuals before docking, and screen drying due to pressurant gas i d o w  o r  abmrmal 
local heat flux. These are  but five of the possibilities. In the case of the shuttle 
OMS tank, the probability of venting any liquid contained in region I appears high 
because of the tanks forward location. With the tank in such a position, liquid will 
be thrown to the forward o r  vent end by all vehicle pitch and yaw maneuvers. 
2.3.5 CONCEPT Based on the di~lcussions 
of the previous paragraphs only two systems were considered fo r  the space LOX system 
application. They were the surface tension bulk control system (Paragraph 2.3.4) 
and the thermodynamic vent system ( F ~ r a g r a p h  2.3.3). 
Table 2-3 gives a general comprriaou between the two eystems It ie mted that 
except for weight the data Is qualitative aad represents only a relative rating between 
the two systems. 
Based on the data presented, the concept recommended for the detail analysis and 
predesign phases of the study was the thermodynalnic vent system. The choice is  
based on the concept's versattlity and inherent independence from other vehicle 
systems and the fact that it i s  the only system which can adequately guarantee all 
vapor venting. That is, it has the posssibility of using one basic design for any 
variety of tank codigurations and vehicle mission profiles. 
2.4 HEAT EXCHANGE CONCEPT SELECTION 
Functionally, a thermodynamic vent system ingcsts the + 1 ~ '  -' to ke vented from s tank, 
either liquid or vapor, and throttles it at co~lsiani. enth; , a l o w s  pres.mre and 
temperature before passing it into a hw.t exshanger. I 'twit exchtlng-t: , energy 
Table 2-3. Comparison of Low-g LOX 'I ; . r , i~  dent Systems 
- -- ----- -.-A -- - -- -. .. . .-.----. I Surface Tecsion 1 Thermodynamics ( Criter ion Bulk Control Heat Exchange j 
-- 
Hardware  Weight 
Versat i l i ty  
I Complexity 
23 to 36 Kg* 7 to 18 ~ g m  I 
(51 to  78 lbs )  (15 to 40 lbs)  1 ,
Low 
L e s s  More 1 i I Basic Concept Successfully Tested No Yes i 
Possibili ty of Venting Liquid High Low 
Vent Mass  Reduction Capabili:;. ~ o r d  Some 
i I Confidence in Hardware Development Smaller- Higher 
I I I Safety Sam e s a m e t  I 
* Excludes vent valves and/or  other  presPlcre control hardware. 
E Actual value depends on detail  sys tem,  i. e .  , bvlk o r  tank wall heat exchangers.  
A Not dependent -3n tank shape o r  s ize ,  propellant load, accelerat ion environment,  etc. 
g Reduction, however, gained a t  expense of increased  hardware weight. 
'R F o r  large tanks only where fluid hzads exceed retention capabilities 
of surface tension devices - for  sma l l e r  tanks thie would be rated l ' same.  ' I  
+ If e lectr ic  motor is not immersed  in  O2 environment. 
i s  absorbed from the bulk fluid in sufficient quhntity to vaporize any liquid, if preeent, 
ana superheat the vapor before it is  discharged overboard. Detailed analysis and 
tradeoffs were perform4 of options within the general concept of a thermodynamic 
vent system. The main objective was to make a sel ~c t ion  between a vent system 
which utilized a free convect i~ .~  distributed heat exchanger and one which utilized a 
compact forced convection heat exchanger. 
2.4.1 -IJ'%ED BFAT EXCHANGER, Distributed heat exchmger configuration 
manufacturin..: and assembly and performance were determined to define the t;llective- 
ness of this design approach for the ther~~~odynamic vent systel 1. 
2.4.1.1 Confimration Analysis. Three basic configurations for  the distributed heat 
exchanger were examined. Each system included a filter, regulator and shut off 
vxlve. The three configurations considered a r e  presented in Figure 2-7 as tubular 
heat exchangers a) internally suspended, b) mounted to the interior of the tank wall 
and c )  cubes mounted to the exterior tank wall. 
The internally suspended tubular heat exchanger has the advan~age of distributtng 
the heat transfer throughout the propellxnt bulk and thus reducing internal thermal 
gradients. However, in ssite of this advantage the suspendecr tubular heat exchanger 
i s  m t  competitive with the wall mom-ted heat exchangers in either weight o r  perfor- 
mance. The suspended heat exchanger sizing and performance i s  extremely nensitive 
to the heat transfer coefficient baween the tank fluid and heat exchanger surface, 
whereas the wall mountecl exchangers a re  not. Reference 2-17 indicates that the film 
coefficient for O2 will range from 0.06 to 1.70 watt/m2'li (0.01 to 30 ~ t u / ~ . - f t ~ - ' ~ )  
for the \rarious conditions expected inside the LO2 tank. An order of magnitude 
decrease in film coefficient creates a requirement for an order of magnitude increase 
in tube surface area to vaporize o r  condition a fixed amount of vented fluid to the 
desired exit condition. Wall mount4 exchangers use the tank wall as a heat t r m e r  
fin a-rld, because they partially intercept the incident heat, are not a s  sensttive to 
interrlai film coefficient variation. Also by utilizing the tank wall a s  a fin, the effective 
heat exchanger area i s  significantly increased over that of a plain tube. Weight 
calculation for a 2.7m (9 foot) diameter spherical tank showed that the internally 
susperied exchanger would weight on the order of 34 Kg (75 lb) a s  compared to 2.7 K g  
(6 lb) for a wall mounted unit. In this basis, the internally suspended heat axchanger 
was eliminated from furiher consideration. 
When comparing internally mounted wal l  heat exchangers with externally mounted 
wall heat exchanger, the only criteria of consequence appears to be in mamfacturing 
and inspection. Fabrication, assembly and inspectiun of internally nmuntd tallk 
hardware i s  generally more complex, time consuming, and costly than fo r  exierndly 
mounted hardware. m obvious performance nd\;xntage can be anticipated for 
the internally mounted wall heat exchanger, it was a183 elirr,!nated from further 
coneideration. 

Two types of externally mounted wall heat exchangers were considered; continuously 
attached tubular and point contact tubular. The continuously attached tube has the 
advantage of requiring l e s s  length to transfer a given quantity of heat. The point 
contact exchanger has the advantage of a more even distribution of heat flux and 
smaller tank wall temperature gradients because of the higher resistarrce to heat 
flux of the stud which in turn requires a longer tube. 
2.4.1.2 Rilanufacture ~ n d  Assemblv. Several methods of contimously attaching an 
alumimm heat exchanger to an alumimm tank wall Lire discussed in Reference 2-14. 
The simplest method is  brazing which mziy o r  m y  not require use of reinforced skin 
thickness, depending on the size of the tank. For this type of continuous attachment 
the assembled tank and heat exchanger will have to be re-heat treated to insure 
adequate strength of the parent tank metal. 
A predesign analysis was conchcted to determine the best method of point attaching 
the heat exchanger tube to the tank wall. On the basis of this analysis, the best 
overall nltthod of point attaching an aluminum tube to an  aluminum tank appears to be 
by brazing the tube to a number of machined studs and then resistance welding the studs 
to the tank wall with a commercially obtainable stud welding hand gun. The studs 
would be machined from round stock aluminum and would then be dipped over pre- 
bent tube coils and brazed at specified positions. This assembly would be brought 
to the tank and the studs resistarrce welded to the tank lands. The final step i s  to 
remove the stud shank and dress the stud. Local heating of the tank material is  
minimized and thus re-heat treating of the tank is  not required. Also, the low 
profile of the finished heat exchanger installation will be compatible with multilayer 
insulation systems a d  this particular 3ethod of point contacting enables the designer 
to control heat Jux by selecting separation distances between studs on the tube and/or 
contact area between the studs and tank wall. 
2.4.1.3 In order to determine the 
performance of the wall heat exchanger system for  the LOX vent application L complter 
model was developed. The LOX vent computer program i s  designed to allow venting 
of either gas o r  liquidfrom the tank and to have either gas o r  liquid a t  the bottom 
o r  top of the tank. This i s  necessary in order to determine the effect on vent system 
perfornlance of the various fluid orie~ltationswhich may exist in space. 
References 2-18 and 2-19 were the only literature found which attempted b analyze 
the effect of the contained fluid conditions on the performance of wall heat exchangers. 
The pmgram was se t  up to develop an  analytical model of a vent-free fluorine feed 
system and then fabricate a test article to generate data for  verification of the model. 
Reference 2-20 reports test results with the Ref. 2-18 system and indicates that the 
analytical model was modified and improved and that the final model could predict 
test data with *20% under all imposed conditions. 
An overall description of the present model giving the basic equations, asmmptions 
and exscution technique is given in Reference 2-21. Figure 2-8 is a schematic of 
the model as set up for the analysis discussed below. 
The model was used to determine the heat exchanger-to-tank wall contact area which 
gave the most rezaomble performame when the tank contained 90% liquid and liquid 
was being vented. Most reasonable performance was defined as the least amount of 
marts vented for a fixed pressure change with an all gas exit condition. Pressure arop 
was not considered in the analysis. With the contact area defined and held constant 
the liquid quantity aml liquid orientation were then changed to determine the e€fect on 
v e d  system performance. 
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Figure 2-8. Schematic-V ent System Model Set-Up 
Basic assumptions used were a s  follows: The tank was constiucted of .15 c m  (. 060 
in.) aluminum and was 2.7 m (9 ft) in diameter. The heat exchanger tubing was 
.635 x .056 cm (. 25 s .022 in) alumiturn wit11 length and contact area as required. 
Initial ullage volame was  set at 16% system inlet was ' .quid, and the bulk liquid 
and heat exchanger inlet were at the same end of the k:k. Initial fluid and w?c 
wall temperatures wer,.  ;is given in Figure 2-9. Thest: coditions represer-t a ~eariy 
full tank which has L~i .11  allo\ved to stratifiy $s might happen after a shop eng.: 
burn. Vent valve settings were 312.6 k ~ / n l -  (45.5 psia) c n c k  and 306.3 X N h t - .  
(44.5 psia) reset. The flow restrictor was set at 3.25 z. kg/sec (2 :b/'hr) ad 
the heat e x c h a e r  inlet pressure was regulated at 221 kN/m2 (35 psia). 
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Figure 2-9. Initial Temperature Conditions for  LOX Vent System Model 
Figure 2-10 shows tank vressu:e decay and vapor quality of the vent fluid as  functions 
of time for  several heat exchanger confI~lrations. Qualities greater than 1.0 ildicate 
superheated vapor. Total mass vented to achieve the blowdown i s  also indicated on the 
figure. It i s  of interest to note the effect of under and over design (too little and too 
much contact area) on heat exlchaoger vapor quality a d  time to v a t .  When under 
designed the heat exchanger exit vapor quality is less than 1.0 (contait i lit&). 
Decreasing the contact z e a  lowers the exit tapor quality a d  irrcreases the time to 
vent with the net result being wasted liquid to achieve a given pressure decay. Over- 
designing has the same effect, i. e. increased *-ent time and increased vented mass, 
however, the heat exchanger i s  superheated vapor. In this case it appears tha~  
increased contact area in  the liquid region of thc tank causes the liquid to s u ~ o o l .  
This decreases the 23pwity of the heat e.xch,anger fluid to cool the ullage a . thus 
increases the t i m ~  to achievc a give2 pressure decay. Unless the tank contents 
a r e  on occasion thoroughly mixed by normal v..FI:1:l~ r~:aneuvers, - -ystem with too 
much contact area in the liquid region would be extreme:y costly in terms of excess 
vented oxygen. 
Investigation of the effect of changing heat exchanger inlc pressure revealed thzt 
increasing the pressure and thus inlet temperature to a heat exchanger sized to 
operate at a lower pressure produced the same effect a s  operating with an undersized 
heat exchanger, i. e., exit vapor quality decreased and vent time increased. This 
could be an important consideration for systems which con~rol  pressure by varying 
mass withdraw1 which in turn changes heat exchanger inlet pressure. 
From thermodynamic considerations the ideal heat exchanger design would, for  either 
gzs o r  liquid at the vent system inlet, require the same amount of time and vented mass 
to achieve a given pressure decay. A design sufficient for comparative purposes is 
represented by the solid lines in Figure 2-9; .455 m2 (4.20 ft2) contact over the 
2 wall area containing liquid and .256 m (2.77 ft2) over the ullage. This design was 
selected since it vented a low mass and it did vent vapor only. Figure 2-11 was 
generated using this heat exchanger configuration. The solid line represents licpid 
venting with a 10% ullage volume. The dashed line represznts liquid venting with an 
80% ullage volume. The dotted line represents vapor venting with a 10% ullage volume. 
For  this case the liquid volume is  positioned a t  the opposite end of the tank from the 
vent system inlet. I t  i s  presumed that the difference in vent down time between the 
10% ullage vapor and liquid venting cases i s  due to the heat exchanger being over 
designed for  the liquid case which showed a slight subcooling of the liquid. 
In all cases attempted with the computer model tank pressure was controlled with both 
inlet liquid and vapor venting. The major variation from case to case was the 
quantity of oxygen vented for pressure control. Tadc pressure can be colltrolled 
within *29 k ~ / m ~  (2 psia) limits with a thermodynamic vent system utilizing a tank 
wall moufited heat exchanger. However, the efficiency of such a system i s  question- 
able. Once a heat exchmger i s  sized for a specific set of conditions it  i s  easy to 
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Figure 2- 11. Effect of Variable Liquid Quantity and Orientation 
conceive of a probable change in fluid orientation o r  quantity which would produce 
for  example the cffect of oversizing the heat exchanger, i. e. causing subcooling of 
the contained liquid. Furthermore, practical design practices would dictate that 
the heat exchanger be conservatively designed (i. e.  oversized) to assure vapor 
venting during operation under all conditions. Thu? ; t  appears that liquid subcooling 
cannot be avoidtd with a thernlodynanlic vent systerr, .~tilizing a wall heat exchanger; 
unless periodic mixing of the tank contents is  achieved. the system could be very 
inefficient. 
There a re  only two neans  of obtaining mising for n wall mounted heat exchanger 
system: addition of a separate mechanical mixer o r  depenc;ence on normal vehicle 
maneuvers. On extended duration missions where vehicles will be docked to space 
stations o r  otherwise be inactive for long periods of time, tk,rough propellant 
mixing cannot depend on vchiclr: maneuv2ring. Tlius there is  no obvious means of 
I 
assuring efficient venting with the wall heat excha.?ger vent system, nor can the total 
amount of propellant vented dliring a long duration mission be  reliably estimated. 
2.4.2 -I - The conccpt of the bulk heat exchanger thermo- 
dynamic vent system has been demonstratccl in Rcferencc 2-22. Application of the 
concept for  use in LO2 possess no problems other than isolating thc motor winding 
and wiring. Previous work (Ref. 2-11) has demonstrated that the concept is not 
mission dependent and that weight penalties can bc defined for both system weights 
and vented propellant. 
2.4.3 CONCEPT COMPARISON AND SELECTION. Data and discussion from 
Sections 2.4.1 ar.d 2 . 4 . 2  was used to develop a concept comparison between a therrno- 
dynamic vent syst.?m which utilizes a free convection tank wall heat exchanger and 
one which uses a f o x e d  convection compact heat exchanger. Table 2-4 contains the 
generalized cornpanson. The wall heat exchanger concept hold several desirable 
advantages over the compact concept. For hardware operation the wall heat 
exchanger i s  inherently more reliable, and safer because tile number of moving parts 
i s  minimized and electrically powered components a r e  t.liminated. In addition, the 
wall heat exchanger is easily integratable into capillary device and suction line cooling 
systems if it i s  set to operate on a continuous basis. This ~ y s t e m  also provides the 
lightest hardware weight design and would have the greatest potential for achieving 
maximum theoretical performance. 
The compact heat exchanger system 1 ists confidence in design, confidence in develop- 
ment, flexibility in app1,zation and ease of assembly as its comparative advantages 
over the wall heat exchanger system. Reasons for  these advantages a re  given in tho 
comment section of Table 2-4. The two items involving confidence are  extremely 
important to making a final selection between the two concepts. There i s  little o r  
no assurance from past experieme o r  present analysis that the wall system could 
successfully perform the intended venting function. Also related to this lack of 
codidence in the all heat exchanger system is  item 2 of Table 2-4, which indicates 
that a t  this time the performance of the wall heat exchanger cannot be adequately 
predicted Past experience does on the other hand indicate that the compact system 
i s  capable of performing a s  required and i s  predictable in its operation. The 
thermodynamic vent system utilizing a forced convection compact heat exchanger i s  
therefore selected a s  the best prototype LOX vent system for  this program. 
It is noted that for missions significantly longer than 30 days, the compact exchanger 
system with electric pump may become less attractive from both a thermodynamic per- 
formance and hardware operational standpoint. As space residence time increases, 
electrical demand increases. As an example, the total amount of electrical power 
added to the tank contents increases a s  does the weight of the power supply. Increas- 
ed power to the tank results in additional excess ventage. The increased time also 
means moving hardware must be designed for long life without maintenance. 
If the wall heat exchanger concept (or for that matter the passive bulk propellant 
control concept evaluated in Reference 2-22) could be devloped, its thermodynamic 
performance and weight would theoretically be unaffected by increasing space residence 
times. These systems should therefore, be given full consideration in any future 
program which requires space residence times significantly lor 3v than 30 days. 
2.4.4 COOLING OF SUCTION FEEDLINE. Integration of suction feedline coding 
with the thermodynamic vent system is  dependent upon the type of 6;-stem chosen. 
A s  indicated in Table 2-4 the free convection wall heaf exchanger concept can be 
easily integrated with a suction feedline cooling syst2m since it i s  a condimous flowing 
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system. Distributed wall haat exchangers could be designed to ilrclude the auction 
feedline. However, sillce the compact heat exchanger system i s  used in an inter- 
mittent manner, continuous cooling can not be provided. The forced convection 
compact heat exchanger system requires a separate system for coollng suction 
feedlines. Since the compact heat exchanger concept was selected for development 
a s  the most effective zero-g vent system, ru, work was done on a system to provide 
cooling to the suction feedline. 
Design analysis of a system to pmvide cooling of capillary acquisition derlces and 
f eedline systems has been completed under a company sponsored IRAD program ard 
i s  presented in Reference 2-24. 
SECTION 3 
DETAIL DESIGN DEFINi'i'lON 
This section describes the analytical procedures used to cleL;rrnine the specific oper- 
ating requirements of the overall space LOX vent systen arid the individual components. 
Basic vehicle design criteria were defined in Table 2-1. 
The bulk heat exchanger vent svs- INF-MACE r  FOOT 
u " 
tem consists of the following basic 
corr~ponents; throttle valve, shut- 
off valve, heat exchanger, pump 
and motor. Figure 3-1 is a typ- 
ical system with the heat ex- 
changer hot side fluid used as  a 
mixing jet. In order for the sys- 
tem to perform properly, mixing 
of the bulk fluid must be accom- 
plished to minimize liquid tem- 
perature stratification and allow 
communication of the bulk fluid 
at the exchanger with that con- 
trolling tank pressure at the 
liquidhapor interface. Hot side 
fluid circulated through the heat 
exchanger will be used to mix the 
bulk fluid in the tank. 
The basic venting cycle i s  defined 
in Figure 3-2. The heavy line, 
THHOTTLE VALVE 
PUMP AND MOTOH 1 
S4UTOFF V A L E  AND 
F M U '  CONTROL ORIFICE 
consisting of segments 1 and 4, 
represents what is expected to be Figure 3-1. Schematic Bulk Heat &changer 
a typical pressure history dur- Vent System 
ing a cycle in which non-homo- 
geneous conditions prevail during the non-vent portion of the cycle. The two dashed 
lines (2 and 3) represent the pressure cycle for mixed tank conditions with the pres- 
pure r i se  (vent system off) time restricted to that for the noc-mixed pressure r ise 
case. 
Pressure profile of lines 5 and 3 represent an idealized case in which instantaneous 
mixing of the bulk propellant occurs at the star t  of venting. This is illustrated to 
show that in this case the major portion of the overall pressure change is due to  mix- 
ing. Line 4 represents the combination effect of simultaneous mixing and venting, The 
Figure 3-2. Typical Vent Cycle With Adequatc Mixing 
profile of lines 6 a;~d 7 represent a limiting case in which mixi~rg is delayed until the 
end of the vent time. In reality the vent profile (line 4) may fall anywhere within the 
envelope defined by lines 3, 5, G, and 7 for efficient vent performance as long as  com- 
plete mixing occurs within the time defined a s  "vent time" in Figure 3-2. 
Optimizations were performed to minimize the sum of exhcnager hardware, vented 
propellant, and power supply weights. The following step by step procedure was used 
to determine the minimum weight system. 
1. Calculate the minimum pump energy required to mix a full tank (assumed to 
consist of a 3% ullage). 
2. Calculate the pump flow and head required for  mixing (with specific speed 
characteristics of a particular pump) a:: a function of mixing energy. 
3. Calculate the time required to mix as  a function of mixing energy. 
4. Define time to vent a s  r function of vent flow rate and pump motor input 
power- 
5. Determine the optimum heat exchanger cnrLfiguration as  a function of ;ent 
flow rate using the design point of pump assumetl in step 2. 
5. Define total system weight as  a function of propellant vent rate for the motor 
assumed in step 2. Deterxine minimum total system weight and associated 
operating vent flow rate. 
7. Determine that sufficient head i s  available from motor assumed in step 2 to 
allow system to operate at minimum total weight conditions. If not, 
reconfigure system operating point a s  necessary to obtain minimum weight 
working system with this pump. 
8. Repeat steps 2 through 7 with different size pump to evaluate effect of pump 
size on system weight. 
I. 3 . 1  MIXING ENFnGY 
i The minimum energy required for mixing is based on work performed by the Fort I 
E; Worth G,vision of General Dynamics. Mixing is intended to be accomplished by a 
small, high velocity jet issuing into thc bulk fluid. Minimum mixing velocities a re  
i 
based on requirements for penetrating the warm layer of liquid at the liquid/vapor in- 
terface and mixing in a reasonable time. 
- The following equation from Reference 3-1 is used for determining the minimum eger- 
gy required to penetrate the liquidllrapor interface: 
where 
(V D ) = velocity-diameter prodilct at mixer outlet required to penetratt warm 
0 0 liquid layer 1.t vapor/liquid interface 
/3 = coefficient of volumetric expansion for the liquid 
AT = maximum temperature difference between bulk liquid and liquid/vapor 
max interface (assumed to be .5K FR] ) 
Z = distance from mixer/vapor interface (assumed to be 2.58 meters 
p . 5  fi]) 
a = local acceleration 
P = exponential constant (assumed to  be . 8  from Fort Worth water test6) 
V = maximum centerline velocity with a temperature gradient 
rnax 
V ' = maximum centerline velocity without a temperature gradient 
rnax 
V /v' = assumed to be .9 
m a  rnax 
(V,Do) was calculated for different values of Lola1 acceleration, g to represent 
the highest acceleration during coast periods ~ n d  . i41g f o  represent the disturbing 
acceleration during a typical OMS engine firing. 
At an acceleration of 10'~ g, ths Inhimurn (VoDo) = ,00272 m2/sec (. 0293 ft2/sec) 
and at an acceleration of . I41  g, the minimum (V,Do) = .I0387 m2/seo ,118 ft2/sec). 
3.2 PUMP PERFORMANCE REQUIREhlENTP FOR MIXING 
In order  to find the head and flow required for a given V,Do mixing parameter, the 
following equations were used: 
where 
ri? = mass  flow rate  
P = fluid density 
A = flow area 
17 = velocity of fluid 
Q = volume flow rate . 
H = head of fluid 
By combining the above three equa~ions, the fo l lo~v i~g  equi tion of head versus flow 
capacity in te rms  of VoD, was derived: 
When this equation i s  combined l ~ i t h  the pump specific, speed yuation, the head ar~d 
ca~dc i ty  of the pump reqidred for mixing arc found. The pump specific speed 
equation is 
where 
q = flow in gpm 
N = pump specific speed in rpm (15,500 f-.om Reference 3-2) 
S 
N = pump speed in rpm (5490, Iieference 3-2) 
H - head in feet 
Solution of Equations 3-2 and 3-3 for H and Q in terms of VoDo gives the following 
minimum requirements to which a pump with the speed characteristics Listed above 
must perform in order to provide m U n g  at .141g acceleration level: 
voD0 = .I039 m2/sec (1.118 ft2/sec) 
Q = .002 11 m3/sec (4.53 cfm) 
H = .801 m (2.625 ft) 
These requirements are for mixing only. Additional requirements will be imposed 
when the heat exchanger is placed upstream of the mixin& nozzle. The flow rate is 
the same for mixing as  for the heat exchanger, but additional head is required for 
the heat exchanger pressure drop. 
Time to mix is also important. It is necessary that the mixing be accomplished with- 
in the time allotted for venting to prevent the necessity of operating the mixing motor 
between vent cycles. It should be noted that if mixing i s  not complete, local subcool- 
ing will occur and the vent gas exit temperature will be lowered with a subsequent rise 
in weight of vented propellants. Thus, it is important that mixing be accomplia~ed, 
preferatly in a s  short a time a s  possible. If mixing is not accomplished within the 
venting time, the mixing pump must be operxted between vent cycles requiring an 
additional input of power into the tank a more complicated control system. 
The time required to mix is obtained from the following equation. 
'm 
= mixing time 
H r- height of liquidhapor interface above mixing nozzle 
D = tank diameter t 
V = mixing nozzle outlet velocity 
0 
D = mixing nozzle diameter 
0 
gc = gravitational const. 
P = liquid density 
p = liquid viscosity 
The above equation is obtained from Reference 3-3 a s  a reasonable estimate of mix- 
ing time based on past destratification testing pedc)rmed at Convair with LH,,. - The 
solution to Equation 3-4 i s  pre,ented in Figure 3-3 as  a function of liquid height a b ~  ;e 
the mixing nozzle (H) and the product of mixing nozzle dimneter and jet exit velocity 
(VoDo). 
Figure 3-3. Solution of Mixing Time Equation as Function of VoDo and Liquid iIeight 
3-6 
5.4 VENT TIhlE DEFINITION 
The time required to vent in a L 's is dependent on the total pressure decrease to be 
achieved and the rate of change c, p h s s u r e  during the vent. The pressure switch 
dead band defines the total pressure change. The rate of pressure decay is dependent 
on a number of variables, inciudiug tank conditions during the pressure rise prior  to 
venting, and can be related to the rate of change of pressure of a mixed (homogeneous) 
tank. 
For the pressure cycle (lines 1 and 4) defined by Figure 3-2, the vent time can be 
computed from the following four variables. 
1. Total pressure change (pressure switch deadband) 
2. Non-homogeneous pressure rise rate (slope of line 1) 
3. Homogeneous pressure rise rate (slope of line 2) 
4. Ho:nqeneous venting pressure decay rate (slope of line 3) 
The pressure switch deadband ,:;s earlier redefined a s  1.5 psia. The non-homogen- 
eous pressure r ise rate is t? <en from Reference 3 4  a s  
where 
~ p / A t  = pressure r ise rate, psi/hr 
Q = tank heating rate, ~ t u / h r  
hI = total mass of 0 in tank, lbm 2 
S = Ullage volume a s  % of tank volume 
The pressure r ise rate for a homogeneous system is taken from a development pre- 
sented in Reference 3-5 as  
where 
A p / ~ t  = pressure r ise rate, psi/hr 
( a p / a ~ )  = partial of pressure with respect to temperature at saturation conditions, 
s psi/" R 
3-7 
Q = tank heating rate, ~ t u / h r  
MI = liquid mass in tank, lbm 
M = vapor mass in tank, lbm 
v 
C = specific heat o i  saturated Liquid at constant pressure, ~tu/lb-OR 
P. 
I 
Cp = specific heat of saturated vapor at constant pressure, Btu/lb-OR 
v 
The pressure decay rate during homogeneous venting is taken with slight modification 
(to include the heat capacity of the vapor) from Equation 3-5 of Reference 3-6 a s  
where 
- b p / ~ t  = pressure decay rate, psi/hr 
( a ~ / a T ) ~ = p a r t i a t  of pressure with respcct to temperature at saturation conditions, 
psi/"H 
C = specific heat of saturated liquid at constant pressure, ~ t u / l b  -'R 
PA m 
Cp, = specific heat of saturated vapor at constant pressure, Btu/lb -OR m 
X = latent heat of vaporization, B h ~ l l b , ~  
ho = specific enthalpy at vent outlet, ~ t u / l b ~  
h = 
4 
specific enthalpy of bulk liquid, ~ t u / l b ,  
mv = vent weight flow rate, I&/hr 
Q~~ = total rate  of heat transfer into the tank, ~ t u / h r  
Pin = total power into the tank fluid via pump motor, ~ u h r  
MA = liquid mass  in tank, lb, 
- 
Mv - vapor mass in tank, Ibm 
e = ratio of vapor density to liquid density 
3-8 
The solutions to Equations 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7 are presented in Figure 3-4 as functions 
of percent ullage volume. Data from this figure can then be used to compute the vent 
time for any ullage condition or  volume. Referring to Figure 3-2, the vent "off" 
time is first defined by dividing the total pressure change (switch deadband) by the 
non-homogeneous or  quiescent pressure rise rate obtained from Figure 3-4. With 
''OW' time defined, the total pressure rise which would occur in this time under hom- 
ogeneous conditions i s  then determined. This is done by multiplying the homogeneous 
pressure rise rate from Figure 3-4 by the "off" time. Allowable vent time can be 
determined by dividing this homogeneous pressure rise (AP) by the homogeneous 
venting pressure decay rate. 
3.5 TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT 
The total system weight consists of vented propellant, electrical power supply and 
exchanger hardware. 
The weight of vented propellant was calculated by the following formula from Refe r  
ence 3-5: 
where 
Qin = total rate of heat trMer into tank 
t =  total miasion time 
mv = vent rate W e  v e n t 4  
e = ratio af saturated vapor to liquid deaeity 
X = latent heat aL vaporization at  tank p r e m r e  
- 
"0 - specific enthalpy at vent outlet 
hl = specific e n t h a l ~  of bulk liquid 
P, = total power into tsDt via pump motor 
HORIOGE SF C!TJS (RIILa C ) )  
--- . 
-. 
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U I,I,.4GE, 'c, Tank Volume 
o!:rux-:r, PAGE IS 
Iji- Pvtrlt (J~JBI,ITY 
Figure 3-4. LAO2 Vent System Pressure Rate Data vs P C Y C C ~ I ~  Ullage 
The weight of the power supply necessary to drive the motor was assumed to be the 
same a s  for a d-c fuel cell operating on hydrogen and oxygen and represented by the 
following formula from Reference 3-7 
wt , Kg = 42.5 (6. , KW) + 0.000365 (6. , KW) (to, sec) 
PS ~n ln 
where 
t = time that pump is actually on. 
0 
This time (to) is determined from Equation 3-8 :;.here 
Total Propellant Vented Time On @ ) = 
o Vent Rate While Venting 
Heat transfer calculations and heat exchanger sizing a r e  based on the methods des- 
cribed in References 3-6 and 2-15. The exchanger i s  divided into three heat transfer 
sections based on the vent o r  cold side fluid condition. 
I Boiling up to 90-percent quality 
11 Constant temperature vapor, 90-percent t o  100-percent quality 
111 Variable temperature, superheated gas 
Cold side heat transfer coefficients in Section I a r e  based on the Kutatelldze equation: 
In the foregoing equation the following units apply. 
In Sections 11 ard 111, cold side coefficients a r e  obtained from the Dittus-Boelter 
Equation; 
hfD 
- -  
0 . 8  0.4 
k - 0.023 (Re) (Pr) 
Hot side heat transfer coefficients a r e  based on the following equation from McAdams 
(Reference 3-10) for  flow over tubes. 
hP 
- = [O. 35 + 0.56 (Re) k 
Heat transfer sizing for  each section is based on a heat balance between hot and cold 
sides and the enthalpy change required in the vent fluid, a s  follows: 
g =  h A (T - T  ) = h  A (T - T c )  (3-14) 
'H H H  w f c c w  
where 
and 
6 = & h, enthalpy change in the exchanger section (3-16) 
v 
Iterations a r e  made to determine the minimum unit size (tubicg length and diameter) 
meeting both heat transfer and pressure drop requirements. The allowable hot side 
pressure drop i s  based on the pump head available. Weight is then determined 
assuming the use of alumnum tubing and shrouding. 
In order to determine the heat exchanger weight a s  a function of vent flow rate, the 
following step-by-step procedure was used. 
1. A specific motor-pump combination was assumed to provide the flow for the 
hot side of the heat exchanger and for  mixing the bulk fluid. The design 
point for pump flow and head a r e  used a s  an arbitrary starting point. 
2. An exit temperature for  the vent flow through the heat exchanger was 
assumed. Initial calculations indicated that this temperature should be 
within one degree of the bulk liquid saturation temperature to gain the max- 
imum change in enthalpy between the liquid and the vented gas without overly 
increasing the size and weight of the heat exchanger. 
3. A vent flow rate was assumed. 
4. The head required for mixing was subtracted from head available and the 
remainder used in determining the heat exchanger hot side ge~metry .  
5. The heat exchanger geometry was determined by use of the CHEAP com- 
puter program (Reference 3-8) by varying (a) the cold side coil inside diam- 
eter, (b) the cold side coil tube size, (c) the hot side free flow area, (d) the 
hot side free flow length, (e) the heat exchanger outside diameter and ( f )  the 
heat atchanger inlet pressure. The computer program calculated the pres- 
sure drop through both the cold side and the hot side for each configuration. 
The weight of each heat exchanger configura,ion was calculated and heat ex- 
changer weight versus pressure drop for  each configuration was then plotted 
to find the effects of the different variables. Typical data is presented in 
Figures 3-5 and 3-6. It was found, in general, that heat exchanger weight 
decreased with decreasing coil diameters, tube diameter an+ hot side free 
flow area. 
6. Various configurations were checked with both liquid and gas at  the vent inlet. 
The vent flow rate is decreased, venting will be longer with a subsequent in- 
crease i n  the time the pump motor i s  on. This will cause an increase in the 
weight of vented propellants. If the vent flow rate i s  increased, venting will 
be completed before mixing can occur. Local subcooling will then take place 
with a lowering of the vent gas enthalpy and n subsequent increase in weight 
of the vented propellants (liquid may actually be expelled from the vent if 
sufficient subcooling i s  allowed). 
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7. The above processes were repeated for increasing vent flow rates to find the 
optimum configuratioi~ 2n.- heat exchanger weight for each vent flow rate. 
The heat exchanger weights, as calculated for each configuration, were plotted as a 
function of vent flow rate and an equation of the best curve was derived so that these 
weights could be added to the equation for the weight of vented propellants. The equa- 
tion for  the heat exchanger weight is: 
where Wt and units are kg and kg/sec respectively. Or 
v 
for Wt and 61 units of lb and l b h r  respectively. 
v 
In the overall analysis, three pu~nps with AC induction motors sealed from the oxygen 
environment were chosen for further analysis, each being capable of meeting the mix- 
ing ensrgy reqcirements and still have adequate power remaining to accomplish hot 
side heat transfer in the exchanger. The pertinent characteristics of these pumps are  
presented below. 
The head loss allowed for flow thmugh the exchanger, fol each pump, i s  based on the 
condition where the exchanger head loss i s  t..e minimum necessary to prevent exces- 
sive heat exchanger weight, i, e., for a given hot side flow rate the presexre drop o r  
head loss through the exchanger must be above 3 certain minimum in order to have 
efficient vortexing flow as  required to provide forcea convection heat transfer under 
all an t i~ka ted  orientations and/or acceleration levels. 
Pump system characteristics used are  summarized in Table 3-1. 
Table 3- 1. Pump System Operating Parameters Used in  Final Design Analysis 
 low, m3/aec (CFM) 
Total Head, m (ftj 
(V,Do)max, m2/sec (ft2/sec) 
ExchangerHeadLoss,m(ft) 
2 (VoDo)mtlog, m2/sec(f /sec) 
P u m p ~ o .  1 
- 
6 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~  (1.4) 
0.366(1.2) 
0.0474 (0.51) 
0.244(0.8) 
0.0361 (0.389) 
' P u m p ~ o .  2 
2.84~10'~(6.0) 
0.915(3.0) 
0.124 (1.33) 
0.305(1.0) 
0.1115 (1.2) 
P u m p ~ o .  3 
2 . 7 4 ~ 1 0 ' ~  (5.8) 
1.203(3.95) 
0.13 (1.4) 
b 
0.305(1.0) 
0.121 (1.302) 
. 
Combining Equations 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, and 3-17, the total weight for pump system 
No. 1 is 
Qin 1 
a (% + 3.65 x pin) W ~ .  Kg = [&v (eeiJ1-e) + h0-h4)-P1, J 
where 
Qin joules/sec, t sec, mv ~ g / s e c ,  e dimenslordess, A jouleskg, 
ho zind hh joules/Kg, Pin watts 
where 
~ t u / h r ,  t hr, xi+, l b h r ,  e dimensionless, A Rtu/lb, ho and hl Bb/lb, Qin Pin watts 
For  pump systems no. 2 and no. 3 
where units a r e  the same a s  for Equation 3-18 o r  
with :mite as for Equation 3-19 
Weight data obtained from Equations 3-19 and 3-21 a re  preser.ced in Figure 3-7 for  
the three pumps. It i s  noted that prior to actual fabrication and test  there i s  some un- 
certainty a s  to the actual input power required for tile "canned:' (sealed from 02) 
motors. Fo r  the small pump, No. 1, predicted power inputs were between 35 .nd 42 
watts. Initial estimates (Reference 3-9) tor the (i rfm pump No. 2 indicated a maxi- 
mum power of 88 watts. Subsequent vendor data (12efcrcncc 3-11) showed s potential 
range of 60 to  80 watts. Power estimates for pump No. 3 a r e  presented in Reference 
3-6. Curves for all cases a r e  included in Figure 3-7. 
An examination of Figure 3-7 shows that the s ~ l a l 1  pumn o: erating at vent flows on the 
order  of 80 !3/hr has the loitez. total system weight. I-Iowevcr, with thc system oper- 
ating at vent flow rates  above approxim:itely ?, g lb/hr (to offset 120 ~ t u / h r  heat input 
and 42 watts pump power) intermittent venting must be accomplished ?ad the time r?- 
quired to mix becomes an important parameter. The time to nLi. requirement fhc; 
the maximum allowable vent rate  for each pllnlp system. 
Referring to Figure 3-7, i t  i s  seen that when oper:!ting at m:uri~num allowablf: flow 
rates, the total weights for the three pump systcms :Ire con~pnrahlc nlth pump No. 2 
having somewhat the lowest yotentiai \\reight. 111 co~:~l>arison wit11 pump No. 1, it i s  
seen that the total weight for the pump No. 2 system i s  lcss sensitive 1.1 slight changes 
in vent rate which can be cadsed by inaccuracies in the flon. control 1!:~rdnrcrc. Also, 
the additional mixing power av~ilrlble with the l:lrger rl.lnlp, No. :', :vill facilitate 
demonstration testing at 1-g arid will allow ilexibility in testing since its speed can be 
reduced and tank mixing investigations made :tt rcdrlccd flo .\. nncl poufer. The 100-ivatt 
pump, No. 3, does not providcl enough addditionnl inrsing puwer (Tablc 3-1) over that of 
pump No. 2 to warr'mt the increased system ~veight. 

SEC'I'ION 4 
FINAL DESIGN PACKAGE 
i 
F This section presents tlle overall s y s t e n ~ s  package resulting from the analyses dis- 
k cussed in Section 3 and the selection of specific vendor hardware. Final overall sys- 
i 
tem and component operating characteristics a r e  included. 
An assembl;/ drawing of the in-tank vent system hardware, including provisions for 
pressurr, and t emperab~re  instrumentation, i s  presented in Figure 4- 1. The pres- 
sure  switch and shutoff valve a r e  located separately outside the LO2 tank and a r e  thus 
not shown in Figure 4- 1. 
Overall system and component operating characteristics a r e  outlined in the following 
sections. 
4.1 OVERALL SYSTEM 
The system schematic is presented in Figure 3-1. The overall function is to  control 
oxygen hnk  pressure to 310 c13.8 k ~ / m ~  (45 ;2 psia) while allowing only super- 
heated vapor to  be exhausted to  space. Operation i s  intermittent and the vent flow i s  
nonlinally 4.7 gm/s (37.5 lb/hr) while venting. External heating of the tank is nom- 
inally 32.3 to 35.2 watts (1 10 to  120 ~ t u / h r ) .  
The following general performance characteristics apply to each of the components a s  
well a s  the overall system. 
Service Life: 
Run Duration: 
3000 hours Operating 
(i9G00 ?lours Non-operating 
72000 hours Total 
nIaximum continuous run time, 4.0 hours. hlaximum 
continuous run time, 15 seconds. 
Cycles: lLIinimum of 30,000 start-run-stop cycles. 
Teniperature Shock: That experienced during the normal loading of a LO2 
storsge tank. 
Acceleration Leve! s: 0 to l g  continuously applied in any direction. 
Cleanliness: To Convair LOX clean Specification 0-75192-2 o r  
eqdivalent. 
NOT €5 -. 
L L W T ~  WFEP TO WIUTS 
'-@C@L&\lsWO FOP PQE5fidQE ti$ 
l€MPEQRTUQE TAPS 
FOLDOUT FRAME 
FOLDOUT FRAME 
Environment of System Package and Associated Hardware Inside Tank 
Media: 
Pressure: 
Temperature: 
Saturated LQ2 and GO2, separate o r  mixed, o r  super- 
heated GOZ. (Operating and Non-operating) 
296 to 324 IiN/m2 (43 to 47 psia), operating to  exact 
performance requirements. 
103 to 344 kK/m2 (15 to 50 psia), off design operation, 
non-operating, and functional checkout. 
88.9 to  11 1.1" K (160 to  200" R) operating to exact per- 
formance requirements. 
88.9 to 244 O Ii (160-440" R), off design operation and 
non-operating. 
88.9 to 3 11. lo K (160-560" R), for checkout long enough 
to determine that electrical and mechanical operation 
i s  satisfactory. 
The above environmental conditions a re  also considered to exist at the inlet to the 
pump, filter and throttling regulator. 
Environment of Com~onents Outside Tank 
Media: Air to space vacuum 
Pressure : 0 to 103 k ~ / m '  (0 to 15 psis) 
Temperature: 294 228 'K (70 150°F) 
Operating characteristics peculiar to the individual components a r e  presented in the 
following sections. 
4.2 PUXIP 
The basic operation of the pump is to provide hot side heat transfer in the exchanger 
r i d  to mix the tank fluid to destroy temperature stratification within the normal vent 
down time. 
Rating: 2.84 x m3/s (6.0 cfm) a t  0.915 rn (3.0 fi) mini- 
mum static head r ise with LO2 at 1073 kg/m3 (671b/ft3). 
Operating RPM: 1600 to 1700 (max. no load rpm = 1800 at synchronous 
speed). 
Power Input: 60 Hz, 3 phase, 240 volts, 60 to  80 watts with LO2 
a t  1073 kg/m3 (67 lb/ft3). 
Motor Design: Mdor  stator and lead wires fully enclosed ("cannedw) 
in stainless steel. nlustrative schematic presented 
in Figure 4-2. 
Fail Safe Electrical Instantaneous surge on starting estimated a t  4.0 (max. ) 
Design: times m i n g  current. Electrical fusing will be pm- 
vided for currents above this to deactuate the unit in 
case of failure. 
Instnunentation: The unit design will include a rotor speed sensor. 
ISOLATED STATOR 
,. \ 8 
COOLISG FLOW AS 
REQZTIRE D 
SPEED PICKUP 
POIiZR LEADS 
IXS?.ALLATION 
E VACCATE D 
SEAL ASREQUIRED 
Figure 4-2. Pump Motor Schematic 
4.3 HEAT EXCHANGER 
The LOX vent exchanger i s  designed to vaporize and superheat any LO2 which may be 
present a t  the vent inlet. 
Performance: 
Hot Side 
Inlet Media: Saturated LO2 and GO2, separate o r  mixed, o r  super- 
heated GO2. 
Flow: 2.84 x m3/s (6.0 cfm) of LO2 ;.; 1073 kg/m3 
(67 lb/ft3). 
Pressure Loss: 0.305 m (1.0 ft) (maximum) of LO2 at 1073 kg/m3 
(67 1b/ft3) 
Inlet Pressure: 296 to 324 kN/m2 (43 to 47 psia) 
Inlet Temperature: 101.8 to 102.g°K (183.3 to 185.3"R for saturated 02, 
higher for superheated 02. 
Cold Side 
Inlet X,Iedia: Saturated LO2 o r  GO2 o r  both, o r  superheated GO2. 
Design Point - Saturated LO2. 
Flow: Design Point - 4.7 gm/s (37.5 I b h r ) .  
Pressure Loss: 3.44 lib/m2 (0.5 psi) with GO2 at 102.7'K (185OR). 
Inlet Pressure: Design Point - 151 i6.9 kN/m2 (22 i l  psia). 
Inlet Temperature: 94. G o  I.; (170.3" R) max fo r  design. 
Outlet Temperature: Design Point - 100. G o  K (181°R) (minimum). 
Outlet Xledia: Design Point - GO2 (superheated). 
Checkout The unit will be capable of flowing GN2 o r  GO2 at 
56; " R through either side for  checkout purposes. 
Structural: 
Max. Operating 2 Hot side pressure 13.76 k ~ / m  (2 psi) greater than 
Differential ambient. 
Pressure: 2 Hot side pressure 344.2 k ~ / m  (50 psi) greater than 
cold side. 
Ambient pressure 344.2 kN/m2 (50 psi) greater than 
cold side. 
Checkout Differential Hot side 34.4 W/m2 (5 psi) greater than ambient o r  
Pressure: cold . '4e. 
2 Cold side 34.4 k ~ / m  (5 psi) g rea t - r  than ambient o r  
hot side. 
Weight: 4.09 kg (9 lb) (max). 
4.4 THROTTLING REGULATOR 
This unit provides an isenthalpic expansion 01 LO2 and/'ar GO2 betw6;en a variable in- 
let pressure and a downstream pressure contl-clled by t h t  unit. This pressure expan- 
sion provides a temperature difference allowiag the heat exci~anger to  vaporize any 
liquid which may be present in the vent. 
Inlet: 
Flow: 
Saturated L% and GO2, separate o r  mixed, o r  super- 
heated GO2, filtered to 10 micron particle size. 
5.72 +0 ,3 l  grn/s (37.5 *2.5 l b h r )  saturated LO2 o r  
G02. 
Outlet Pressure: 2 15 I. 4 *6.9 kN/m (22 * 1.0 psia) design operating. 
Internal Leakage: 25 x 10." gm/s (0.02 lb/hr) allowable with 324 kN/m2 
(47 psia) LO2 at the inlet and 206.5 k~/rnO (30 psia) 
at the outlet. 
Differential Pressures: 3.4 k.N/m2 (0.5 psi) crush load on upstream body, 
operating. 
0 m / m 2  (0 psi), non-operating. 
206.5 k ~ / m ~  (30 psi), crush load on downstream 
body, operating. 
2 13.8 kN/m (2 psi), burst load on downstream body, 
non-operating. 
2 344. kN/m (50 psi), maximum design load on evacu- 
ated bellows. 
4.5 FILTER 
This unit i s  employed to prevent contamination of the throttling regulator and down- 
stream flow hardware. 
Rating- 10 micron-nap-inal. 
Pressure Drop: 0.5 psi maximum while flowin 5.04 gm/s (40 l b h r )  I 
of saturated GO2 at 296 kN/m (43 psia). 
Maintenance: Filter element can be easily replaced for any re- 
quired periodic maintenance. 
4.6 PRESSURE SWITCH 
This unit senses the pressure of an LO2 tank and causes electrical actuation of a 
pump and opening of a shutoff valve at an upper pressure limit and causes pump de- 
actuation and shutoff valve closure at a lower pressure limit. Mounting i s  external 
to  the LO2 tank. 
Actuating Media: GO2 (operational), GN2 (checkout). 
Actuation .Pressure: 324 kN/m2 (47.0 psia) (maximum). 
Deactuation Pressure: 296 kN/m2 (43. C psia) (minimum). 
Deadband: 10.3 kN/m2 (1.5 psi) (minimum). 
Internal Temperature: 294 528" K (70 *SO0 F). 
Electrical: 
Circuit 1: 
Circuit 2: 
Isolation: 
Structural: 
Internal Pressure: 
Connection : 
Leakage: 
Failure Criteria: 
Triple Pole Single Throw - Operates up to 100 watt 
electric pump for durations ~f 15 seconds to 4 hours. 
pump operates on 240 volt line to ground, 60 Hertz, 
3 phase power. Contacts close at actuation pressure. 
Single Pole Double Throw - Operates up to 60 watt 
solenoid in either position for durations of 5 seconds. 
The solenoid can operate on either 28 VDC o r  120 
VAC at 60 o r  400 Hertz. 
All electricity carrying components of the unit a r e  
isolated from the actuating media. 
103 to 3 4 4  kN/m2 (15 to 50 psia). 
Pressure sensing port per  MS 33656-4. 
No ex-~ernal leakage even after the switch has under- 
gone a single internal failure. 
F i r s t  failure causes the switch to deactuate. 
4.7 SHUTOFF VALVE 
In the final configuration shown in Figure 1-1 the vent system shutoff valve is located 
external to the propellant tank and downstream of the heat exchanger and has no de- 
sign requirements which a r e  uniquely required to demonstrate satisfactory perform- 
ance of the basic LOX vent system. Therefore, a facility type shutoff valve will be 
used during testing and procurement of a special valve was not required at this time. 
The external environment and basic flow rate requirements a r e  per  Section 3.1. In- 
ternal fluids a r e  GO2 and GN2 at temperature from 100" K to 311" K (180 to 560°R). 
Maximum pressure drop i s  6.87 k ~ / m ~  (1 psi) of 311'K (560°R) GO2 at 5.04 gm/s 
(40 lb/hr) flow. 
SECTION 5 
COMPONENT TESTING 
Following system definition and preparation of component specifications, as presented 
in  Section 3.0 requirements were provided to hardware vendors, bids were received, 
ard selections were made on the basis of technical ability and economy. 
The components werc; individually tested in LN2 and LO2 to demonstrate their 
compatibility with and capability to operate in the oxygen environment to be used in 
the evaluation testing. 
5.1 DE; IVERED HARDWARE 
The requirements from ~ ~ c t i o n  4 were given to hardware vendors, bids received and 
selections made on the basis of technical ability, minimum costs and the ability to 
deliver on schedule. The following items were procured and assembled into a 
complete test  package: 
a. A throttling regulator of aluminum construction with a n  evacuated bellows 
sensing downstream pressure (HTL Industries P/N 187250-4). Weight on 
the unit i s  0.28 kg (0.62 lb). 
b. The fil ter i s  of stainless steel construction with a 10 micron-nominal rating 
(Western Filler Co. In. P/N 70-1-16510-10) Weight of the unit is  0.39 kg 
(0.87 lb). 
c. The heat exchanger i s  of all aluminum construction and weighs 2.95 kg 
(6.5 lb) (Geoscience P/N 02B2). The cold o r  vent side flow i s  through a 
single coil of .95 c m  (3/8 inch) tubing, and the hot side flow i s  vortexed 
over the outside of this tubing. This design allows fo r  high efficient heat 
transfer of a boiling fluid and minimizes the possibility of liquid "carry-over. " 
d. The pump/motor i s  basically of stainless steel construction and weights 5 kg 
(11 lb.) (Sunstrand P/N EP145603-100, SNX-1). The unit was modified 
f rom an  existing pump/motor. The motor was modified from a 60 cps 240 v 
unit to 60 cps 75 v unit with a n  operating speed of approximately 1800 rpm 
a t  60 cycles, three phase, 75 v i n p t  current. 
e. The pressure switch i s  of stainless steel construction and weighs 0.34 kg 
(0.75 lb). (Hydro-Electric 93159). It i s  located external to the propellant 
tank in  the vacuum chanber environment. 
5 . 2  COMPONENT TESTING 
The objective of this portion of the test program was to demonstrate system components 
compatiblity with and satisfactory operation in LO2. Tests were perfozmed both before 
and after assambly into the vent system package in accordance with the requirements 
defined in Reference 5-1. 
The regulator was initially checked out in LN2 and found to be out of tolerance at flow 
rates from 3 . 4  to 23.6 kg (7.5 to 52 l b h r ) .  At 17 kg (37.5 lb/hr) the outlet pressure 
was too high and the regulator was returned to the vendor. After rework, the regulator 
was retested at flow rates from 3 . 4  to 31.7  kg (7 .5  to 70 lb/hr. ). Performance aa 
shown in Figure 5-1 in LO2 was in tolerrme for  all LO2 flow sates. However, in 
cold GO2 the maximum obtainable flow with the required outlet pmsmre  was less  
than 13. kg (30 lb/hr). At this time the vendor indicated a special fitting in the 
regulator outlet would bring performame within tolerance. A modified fitting, 
supplied by the vendor, was installed and the test rerun, there was no significant 
improvement. Sime the regulator was in toierance flowing LO2 which represents 
the major portion of the testing a. d there was sufficient GO2 flow to control pressure, 
the operation of the pressure regulator was accepted. 
The pump was initially checked out In LN2 and GN2 followed by the LO2 and GO2 
tests. Performame was satisfactory in all respects. The minimum stable 
operating speed in this test sot up was determined to be 690 rpm. At slower speeds 
pump operation was very erratic. The controlled variables during plmp testing were 
inplt frequency and voltage. Test points were: 
Vrms 
-
The pump was operated for 7 hours at the 60 Hz deeign point and for  12 hours total 
a t  all speeds in both LO2 and GO2. The DC resistance of the wmp motor field windings 
were measured a t  various temperatures from 294 to 94°K (+70 to -290°F) and found 
to wry fmm a minimum of 10.1  ohms colic to a maxirxum of 45.6  ohms at ambient 
temperatures. One further series  of test poilits was taken to determine the ideal 
(minimum electrical power Inplt) combination of frequency and voltage for  a fixed 
pump speed. This was done by varying the input frequemy to niaintain a constant 
pump speed of 1680 rpm while varying the voltage from 87 to 55 Vrms. With the 
pump in LO2, minimum inplt power was approximately 48 watts total at 60 Vrms 
Regulator Outlct Prc?ssure - PSIA 
'.\C-E IS 
:A LII'IY 
Figure 5- 1. Presuurc Regulator 1'c.rformam c. Tes t  Rcsults  
and 71 He. In GO2 the plmp speed was very nearly synchronous down to less than 
10 Vrms. 
The actuation of the pressure switch was checked and *ound to be in toleram e (45.4 
pala make and 43.4 psia break). The switch was tk. . ,xposed to the operating 
environment (installed on the test tank) during all the regulator and plmp tests. 
The components were then assembled into the complete syRtorn package and operation 
of the eystem was verifled in both LN2 and LOZ. Regulator and plmp performance 
were virtually unchanged fmm that noted during individual testing. 
SECTION 6 
EVALUATION TLSTINC 
The p r i m a 0  objective of the test  progrsm was to  demonstrate the feasibility of the 
compact heat exchanger vent system to vent supcrhcated gas and control tank pres- 
2 sure  to 310 +13.8 k ~ / ' m  (45 *2 psia) when <~poratil~g ill citller gaseous o r  liquid oxy- 
gen. Automatic pressure control characteristics of t l ~ c  system were measured vhen 
the system cycled between 297.6 k ~ / r n ~  (13.2 psia) and 3 12.76 k ~ / r n ~  (45.4 psia). 
The performance of each coniponent was monitored to ensure that zach portion of the 
system was operatiiig corre1:tlj;. The test  system, testing performed, and test  re- 
sults a r e  descrihsd in the following paragraphs. 
6 . 1  VENT SYSTEM 
The prototype vent system i s  pictured in Figures 0- , 6-2 and 6-3. The overall 
function i s  to control oxygen tank p e s s u r e  to 310 13.8 k ~ / m ~  (45 12  psi) while 
allowing only superheated vapor to be exhausted to space. Operation i s  intermittent 
and the vent flow is nomi~al ly 37 .5  Ib/',. durir.; venting. External heating of the tank 
i s  nominally 32.2 to  35 .2  watts (110 to 133 ~ t u / h r ) .  
The system i s  assembled from the components i;lentified in Scctions 2 and 4. Added 
to the vent system package i s  a pneumatic cylinder and rotatin(; joint at the base of 
the heat exchmger outlet nozzle. This will allow the direction of the heat zxchanger 
hot side flow to be changed from the axidl to the radial direct~on remotely. Instru- 
mentation noted in F ig l res  6- 1, 6-2 and 6-3 i s  identified as fo1,aws: 
Temperature 
TI Vent Inlet Temperature 
Pressure 
- 
PI Vent Inlet Pressure 
T2 HX Inlet Temperature - Cold Side I' Inlet I'ressure 2, 
T3 HX Inlet Temperature - Hot Side P3 Outlet Pressure 
T4 HX Outlet Temperature - Hot Side 
T5 HX Outlet Temperature - Cold Side 
The testing was to demonstrate vent system functioning capability in both gaseous and 
liquid oxygen, tank pressure control by venting only superheated v-por, and verifica- 
tion of predicted thermoclynamnic performacce. system performance was eval~!atecl 
under the following basic conditions. 
Figure 6-1. 1- 4 . 1 ~ .  bpe Compact Heat Exchanger Therrno(lynnn~ic \.cnt System, 
Sjdc V i e w  - Co;tl Side Inlet 


1. Vent system actuation and deactuation with the test  package o r  vent system 
located in gas and in Liquid. 
2. Test at two different hot side fluid discharge orientations to determine the 
effects on fluid mixing and tank pressure control. 
3. Variation of pump speed, heat exchanger hot side flow and vent flow rates  t o  
determine limits of efficient system operation. 
In all the above cases  system operation efficiency was based on controlling tank 
pressure with the vapor vented at temperature above saturation. These objectives 
were achieved by controlling the following parameters. 
1. h m p  Speed, 280-1540 rpm. 
2. Vent flow rate, 4.5 t o  34 kg/hr (10 to  75 l b h r ) .  
3. Tank mixing requirements. 
a. Four liquid levels, . 18, .33, .94, and 1.52 m (7, 13, 37, and 60 inches). 
b. Four wall heat flux rates,  67, 146, 293, and 439 watts (230, 500, 1000, 
and 1500 ~ t u / h r ) .  
c. Flow direction of heat exchange "hot side" discharge, a v i d  o r  radial. 
6.2 TEST TANK 
The test  tank is a 2.2 1/1.89 m (87.6/74.5 in. ) diameter oblate spheroid, a s  shown 
in Figure 6-4, fabricated from 22 19-T62 aluminum alloy and is ec;.-ipped with a 0.6 1 m 
(24 in. ) diameter access door containing ten 37-pin electrical passthrough fittings. 
The tank assembly also includes a co-axial vent/fill dr 3 drain tube assembly which 
penetrates the access door. An instrumentation t ree  mounted interr.d to the tank i s  
equipped with temperature sensors. Tank total surface a rea  and volume a r e  14.2 
2 3 sq m (152 ft ) and 4.95 cu m (175 f t  ), respectively. 
The tank assembly has a 22-layer goldized Kaptc :perfloc multilayer insulation 
blanket section. This blanket i s  supported fron: the iqirings with pins and intercon- 
nected at the seams with rigid f'tt\ain pin1' fasteners. Individual MLI layers a r e  applied 
over the vent line and the six tank support struts. The ilpper fla' a rea  of the fairing 
~ s s e m b l y  includes provisions for the vent, purge, and electrical :>enetrations. 
In the original tes t  plan, there were tc~ have been two 22-layer goidized Kapton Super- 
floc multilayer insulation blankets. As a requirement of the "Design and Develop- 
ment of Pressurization and Repressurization Purge System for Reusable ,Space 
Shuttle Multilayer Insulation Systems", contract NAS 8-274 19, one of the two layere 
was removed for inspection fc'llowing the colnpletion 9f  that testing program. 
The one remaining blanket had 
not been designed to  be used 
alone and did not have sufficient 
" h i i n  pin" fasteners to secure- 
ly close the gap a t  the seams. 
A s  a result, the minimum heat 
lc*nk that could be obtained by 
the system was 67 \vatts (230 
~ tu / !~ r ) .  Although this i s  
tuice the nominal value for 
which the system was designed 
i t  i s  ivell within the capability 
of the system t o  control prcs- 
sure. At a vent rate  of 17 lig/ 
h r  (37.5 lb/hr), pressure con- 
t rol  could be m:iintained with 
heat leak to the svstem up to 
2050 watts (TO00 ~ t u / h r )  
which ~vould require contin- 
uous venting. 
The Site "B" thermal vacuum 
iacility sho\\-11 in Figures 6-5 
and G-6 was used to  perform 
the vent system evaluation tests  Figure 6-4. LOX \ 'ed Test Tank ~ i t h  511l)clfloc 
i.1 the 2.21 m (87 in. ) diam- I:~sulation 
e tc r  Lank. All fluid suppry, 
vent, and control systcms required for thc subject tes t s  tvci-c in csistcnce ant1 thus 
available for use during system testing. Figure 6-7 presents n schcmntic of the test  
configuration fluid control systems. Guard heat cschnngcrs a r c  used on the instru- 
mentation lines to reduce system heat leaks. 
The test  chamber i s  a 3. GG m ( I d  ft) cliametcr by 1.89 m (16 ft) vacuum chamhcl* and 
i s  scrvicccl by a 8 1.3 cm (32 in. ) oil diflusion pum? ant1 an LX9 colcl t rap hackccl by 
- 
two 14.2 m3/min (500 ft3/rnin) I-inncy mechanical vncuum pumps. Controls for these 
pumps, along ~ l t h  all fluid system control nntl thc clata nctluisition cului11mcnt, a r c  
locatccl in n blockhouse approximately 23  m (75 f t )  from the tcst  pntl. 
:\mbient temperature G o 9 ,  GHe and GN, a r c  nvailnblc :lt thc test  site for use a s  ptlrgc 
- " 
gas nncl to control t a ~ ~ l i  heat fliu. 
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6.4 TEST TANK REWORK AND INSTI~UXIENT'ATION 
The basic test  tank was initially designed to  be compatible with both LO2 and LH2, 
however, subsequent testing h3s beell oriented specifically to LH2 that likely resulted 
in the introduction of n0n-L.0~ compatible contaminants. The instrumentation t r ee  had 
to be modified to  remove non-LO2 compatible elements ar.d the tank thoroughly LO2- 
cleaned. 
The existing instrumentation t r ee  was modified by replacing the Lexan and fiberglass 
support a r m s  with stainless steel and Teflon and removing the carbon resis tors  used 
previously for  liquid level sensing. Thi~-ty-tw\~o of the existing platinum temperature 
sensors will renlain on the t ree  as  temperature sensors and also to serve a s  liquid 
level sensors. 
All thermocouples were calibrated at cryogenic temperatures before installation and 
the data used in the formulation of the data reduction computer program. LO2 vent 
flowrates were measured using a turbine flowmeter. Liquid levels were monitored 
using the platinum temperature sensors and differential pressure in the tank. 
Thermocouples and ion gages were used to measure and record test  chamber pfessures.  
A Granville-Phillips auto ranging vacuum meter was used for readout and coupling t o  
the recorder. 
The 84 channels of data listed in Table 6-1 were recorded digitally a s  dc voltages with 
a Dymec 2010 recorder. The dc volts were then converted to engineering units and 
printed using a Data Systems 620 and a Stromberg-Carlson-4020 computer. The five 
channels listed below were also recorded on a Sanborn Rlodel 7700 strip chart  analog 
recorder, The analog data was refpired to obtain the vent system star t  and stop 
transients. 
Channel 
No. Aleasurement 
42 Heat Esch. cold side inlet temp T2 
13 Heat Exch. hot side inlet temp T3 
45 Heat Etuch. cold side outlet temp Tg 
92 Regulator outlet pressure P2 
97 Test Tank pressure Pri 
6.5 LOX VENT SYSTEM EVALUATION TESTING 
The basic requirement of the system i s  to control tank pressure to 310 113.8 k ~ / r n ~  
(45 *2 psia) when the external heating rate to  the tank is 32.2 to 35.2 watts (110-120 
~ t u / h r j .  Control must be maintained with the system operating with either gas o r  
liquid a t  the pump and/or at  the vent inlet. The test  program to evaluate the LO2 vent 
Table 6- 1. LOX Vent Test Instrumentation 
Channel No. 
11 through 40 
(Fluid Temp & Liquid Level) 
4 1 through 45 
(Fluid Temp) 
5 1 through 88 
(Fluid & Surface Temp. ) 
9 1 through 9 7 
(Pressure) 
10 1 
(rpm) 
102 
(Flow) 
103 
(Flow) 
104 and 105 
(Vac~um) 
Platinum resistor, Rosemont Model 
118L. Excitation was 0.5 madc when 
used a s  temperature probes and 20 
madc when used for liquid level 
Platinum resistor, Rosemont Model 
150R16 
~hromel /~ons tan tan  Thermocouple 
with LH2 reference junction 
Full bridge strain gage pressure 
transducer, Statham Model 350 
6 lobe armature with induction coil 
Turbine meter, Flow Technology Model 
FT-12M-GL with induction coil 
Hot Film constant temp. anemometer, 
Thermo Systems, Inc., Model 1053/ 
1352-26 
Ionization gage tube, Westinghouse 
Model WL7903 with Ion gage controller. 
Granville Phillips Model 224020 
system was completed during 240-hour period of testing. -4 total of 94 pressure 
cycles at 57 different test conditions were completed to define the performance envel- 
ope of the vent package. The test parameters included four liquid levels, four total 
heat fluxes, four pump speeds, four vent rates and two pump discharge flow directions 
(nozzle vertical, toward the liquid/vapor interface and the nozzle horizont.ll, toward 
the tank wall). Table 6-2 presents the test schedule that was accomplished during 
evaluation testing. 
The vent system was able to control test tank pressure for all conditions except the 
condition of minimum pump speed, vent inlet and heat exchanger in liquid and the 
pump discharge nozzle in the horizontal position. The vent system vented vapor only 
for all test conditions except for the condition of minimum pump speed. For these 
conditions it appeared that the system pulsed some liquid. The minimum pump speed 
represents a condition of operating at 1/6 design pump speed (280 RPM). 
Table 6-2. LO2 Vent Evaluation Test Schedule 
- 
Tsst Axial Discharge Position 
Cond. I,iquid(') HX Vent Heat Input Vent Flow Pump Speed 
No. Level Environment Inlet ~ t u / h r  lb/hr rpm 
1 1 Liquid Liquid 500 37.5 1540 
2 1 I 1  I 1  500 75.0 1540 
3 1 11 I I 500 5.0 1540 
4 1 I t  I I 530 20.0 1540 
5 1 11 I 1  500 37.5 1080 
6 1 I t  I t  500 37.5 550 
7 1 11 II 500 37.5 280 
8 1 I I I t  250 37.5 1540 
9 1 11 11 250 37.5 550 
10 1 I t  I 1  250 37.5 280 
11 1 I I 11 1000 37.5 1540 
12 1 I 1  I t  1000 37.5 1080 
13 1 11 I t  1006 37.5 550 
14 1 I 1  I t  1000 37.5 280 
15 2 11 I! 50 0 37.5 1540 
16 2 I t  11 500 37.5 280 
17 3 Vapor I I 500 37.5 1800 
18 3 11 11 500 75.0 1800 
19 3 I t  I 1  500 20.0 1800 
2 0 3 11 11 500 10.0 1800 
2 1 3 I I t I 500 37.5 1200 
22 3 t I I 1  500 37.5 600 
2 3 3 I t  I I 500 37.5 300 
24 4 I I Vapor 500 20.0 1800 
2 5 4 I t  I 1  500 20.0 300 
2 6 4 I 1  11 500 27.5 1800 
2 7 4 I I 11 500 10.0 1800 
@ I  1 Liquid Liquid 500 20.0 280 
Sp 2 1 I 1  11 1000 75.0 1540 
Sp 3 1 I 1  I t  1000 20.0 1540 
Sp 4 2 1 I I I 500 75.0 1540 
Sp 5 2 11 I t  500 20.0 1540 
S p 6  3 Vapor 5C2 50.0 1800 11 
SP 7 3 I t  I 1  500 45.0 1800 
Sp 8 3 I 1  I 1  1000 20.0 1800 
w 9 3 11 I 1 1000 20.3 300 
SP 10 3 11 11 1000 27.5 186, 
Sp 11 3 I 1  11 1000 10.0 1800 
(1) Liquid Level 1. Above 60, Below 61 3. Above 13, Below 1.4 
2. Above 37.5, Below 38 4. Above 2, Below 7 
Table 6-2. Continued 
Test 
-- 
Radial Discharge Position 
Cond. Liquid HX Vent Heat Input Vent Flow Pump Speed 
No. Level Environment Inlet I3tu/hr lb/hr  rpm 
Liquid 
II 
I t  
I t  
I t  
1  I 
I t  
11 
I I 
11 
I t  
I 1  
Vapor 
I t  
q l  
I 1  
I I 
I 1  
I t  
I I 
I t  
Liquid 
I 1  
I t  
I I 
I t  
11 
t  1  
I 1  
1  I 
t  I 
11 
I 1  
I t  
I t  
I t  
I t  
I t  
Vapor 
t t  
11 
11 
1540 
1080 
550 
280 
1540 
1080 
550 
280 
1540 
280 
550 
550 
1800 
300 
OFF 
1800 
1800 
1800 
OFF 
600 
OFF 
Tests were run at four liquid levels as follows: 
1. 1.52 m (60 inches) - Vent inlet in liquid, pump and heat exchanger well 
submerged. in liquid. 
2. 0.94 m (37 1/2 inches) - Vent inlet in liquid, pump and heat exchanger barely 
submerged in liquid. 
3. 0.33 m (13 inches) - Vent inlet in liquid, pump and heat exchanger in gas. 
4. 0.18 m (7 inches) - Vent inlet in gas, pump and heat exchanger in gas. 
Liquid level was determined by using platinum resistance temperature probes a s  
L O ~ / G O ~  detectors by increasing the excitation voltage by a factor of three. 
Tests were run at various vent flgw rates from 4.5 to 34 k g h r  (10 to 75 lb/hr). 
Minimum flow was lirnited by the heat input to the test tank at the lowest chamber 
pressure and maximum flow was limited by the vent system regulator capacity. Flow 
rate was measured as  ambient gas with a turbine meter and/or a hot film anemometer. 
Tests were made at various heat leak rates from 67 t o  439 watts (230 to 1500 ~ t u h r ) .  
Since the heat input to the test tank was by conduction through the MLI, it was con- 
trolled by regulating the chamber prebsure. The heat input was measured using the 
liquid oxygen in the test tank as  a slug calorimeter. .4t any specific chamber pres- 
sure the heat input was determined by locking up the test tank with the pump mnning 
to prohibit stratification and timing the tank pressure r ise rate which is proportional 
to the change in liquid temperature. 
The minimum heat leak to the tank was 67 watts (230 ~ t u / h r ) .  Values of 146, 239 
and 439 watts (500, 1000 and 1500 ~ t u / h r )  were then selected to provide a significant 
range of input heat to determine its effect on vent system performance. Although 
these selected input heat conditions are  a s  much as  three times higher than those in 
the original test plan, they a r e  well within the capability of the vent system which 
could maintain pressure with input heat a s  high a s  7000 ~ t u / h r .  
Four nominal pump speeds, full, 2/3, 1/3 and 1/6, of the 1800 rprn design speed 
were used. The frequency and voltage settings for the three phase power supply and 
the actual pump speeds were as  follows: 
Power Supply Actual Pump Speed 
Frequency Volts 
Ihz) (rms) 
60 75 
4 0 50 
2 0 25 
10 15 
In Gas In Liquid 
(rpml irpm) 
1800 1540 
1200 1080 
600 550 
300 280 
The actual pump speed was meaeured using the speed coil built into the pump. Due 
to the extremely low signal level from the speed coil, the rprn a s  measured by the 
frequency converter and recorder was 6100 rpm and very unreliable below 1000 rpm. 
The rpms listed above wer measured using an oscilloscope and oscillator to read 
the speed coil and a r e  &10 rpm. 
6.6 TEST RESULTS 
6.6.1 SYSI'EM PERFORMANCE. - The series  of tests defined in Table 6-2 verifiod 
the ability of the prototype LO2 vent system to control tank pressure and vent only 
superheated vapor over a wide range of operating condition.. The test  result^ which 
define the ability of the system to control pressure and vent only vapor a r e  summar- 
ized in Table 6-3. Data presented a r e  nominal values for pressure switch actuation 
and deactuation, veilt flow rate and heat exchanger vent side outlet temperature and 
pressure. Values for cycle time off (pressure rise), cycle time or ( p r e s s ~ r e  decay- 
pump on), liquid level and input heat a re  also presented, 
Test cycles a re  identified by Run No., test cc; .2tion and cycle. Run No. identifies 
the grouping of digital data that was reduced in one computer run. The test condition 
is that defined in Table 6-2, and the cycle number is the number of cycles reg eated 
a t  a given test condition. For all cases exeept Run No. 13, test condition 8, the vent 
system was able to control pressure. For all cases except 11 cycles throughout the 
test, the vent system was clearly able to vent vapor only. The 11 exceptions were 
where the nominal heat exchanger vent side outlet temperature was less  than 100°K 
(18OoR). These conditions will be examined in detail in following sections. 
The boundaries of the performance envelope for the vent b. stem a re  partially de- 
fined by the data presented in Figures 6-8 and 6-9. Figure 6-8 djpicts b e  vent sys- 
tem performance for the design condition of 17 kg/hr (37.5 lb/hr LG2) and 1540 rpm 
pump speed at liquid level 1, and heat input of 146 watts (500 Btu/hr). The initial 
rapid pressure decay is due to mixing of the tank fluid f o l l t i ~ ~ ~ d  by the removal of 
accumulated input heat fmm the LO2 bulk. The vent fluid is thetttled into the heat 
exchanger with a resultant exit pressure of 150.4 k ~ / r n ~  (21.8 psia). The tempera- 
ture at heat exchange?: vent side outlet shows 102" K (183.6" R), well above the oxygen 
saturation temperature at 150.4 k ~ / m ~  (2 1.8 psia). 
Figure 6-9 depicts the vent system performance for the t e ~ ' .  condition that the vent 
system did not control pressure (Run 13, conditian 8). After the vent system actuat- 
ed, the pressure continued to rise with no mixing a t  the pump speed of 280 rpm. The 
vent flow wa8 tllrottled down to  152.5 k ~ / r n ~  (22.1 psia) but the pump did not estab- 
lish sufficient flow to the heat exchanger hot side to fully vaporize the vent flow. At 
17 minutes into the run, the vent flow was reduced to 9.1 kg/hr (20 l b h r ) .  At this 
reduced vent flow rate there was sufficient heat exchange to vent only vapor. The 
presswe continued to r ise even though energy was being removed at a higher rate 
than It was being input. At 35 minutes into this cycle the vent flow was increased to  
12 kg/hr (26.5 lb/hr) and the system still vented only vapor, but without mixing to 
break up the liquid/vapor interface, the pressure continued a rise. At 47 minutes 
into the run, the pump speed was increased to  1540 rpm .mc, the vent flow rzte in- 
creased to 34 k g h r  (75 lb/hr). At this conditior~ the tank q..lickly mixeci and pres- 
sure rapidly decayed to the deactuation pressure since the input heat had already 
becn removed from the bulk of the L%. 
These two test runs demonstrate GIG effectiveness of the thermodynamic liquid/vapor 
separator a s  a system for venting vapor only fram an oxygen tank subjected to 
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orbital heating rates. It also showed the importance of tank fluid mixing and liquid- 
ullage coupling i.a controlling tank pressure. 
6.6.2 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE BOUNDARIES. The liquid level, vent flow rate, 
heat exchange hot side flow rate and mixing jet discharge direction were va~ ied  in 
accordance with Table 6-2 to determine the effect on system performance. 
Four liquid levels were used during evaluation testing to determine the effect of li- 
quid level on system performance and to operate the vent package both in liquid and 
gas. Two liquid levels were above the heat exchanger discharge nozzle and two were 
below the heat exchanger hot side inlet. The heat exchanger hot side discharge is at 
the level of .61 m (24 inches) above the tank bottom. The heat exchange hot side in- 
let is at .61 m (24 inches) and the vent inlet i s  at .28 m (11 inches). 
The change iil pressure decay as  a function of liquid level is  shown in Figures 6-10 
and 6-11. Liquid level 1 is at 1.52 m (60 inches) to .91 m (36 inches) above the rnix- 
ing jet outlet, level 2 i s  at .95 m (37.5 inches) to .34 m (13.5 inches) above the jet 
outlet, liquid level 3 is at .33 m (13 inches) below the heat exchanger inlet but above 
the vent inlet and liquid level 4 i s  at  .18 m (7 inches) below both the heat exchanger 
and vent inlet. With decreasing liquid level and increasing ullage volclme, the initial 
pressure drop due to fluid mixing i s  damped until the heat exchanger is in vapor at  
liquid levels 3 and 4, the pressure decay is linear. Time to vent i s  as follows: 
level 1, 28 rnin. ; level 2, 26 min. ; level 3, I1 min. ; level 4, 17 min. 
With the heat exchanger in liquid, liquid levels 1 and 2, the fluid is mixed by the dis- 
charge of the heat exchanger hot side fluid. At liquid level 2, the fluid is mixed more 
rapidly. But, silrce the pressure decay rate is dominated by ullage effects the initial 
decay in pressure i s  not as rapid since the ullage volume is larger. However, the 
steady stage pressure decay rate i s  greater at liquid level 2 and since there is less 
bulh fluid heat to be removed, the time to vent i s  less. 
.It liquid levels 3 and 4 heat exchanger 1% in vapor and there is no fluid mixing. 
The thermodynamic cooling ability of the v a t  system i s  available at liquid level 3 
since the vent inlet conbnues in liquid. This has the effect of cooling the ullage and 
producing the shortest time to vent. There i s  sufficient heat transfer from the ullage 
tu continue to vent superheated vapor, as  can be seen in Figure 6-11. 
The performance of the system in providing mixing at various pump speeds is de- 
picted in Figure 6- 12. Mixing was accomplished a', the noted pump speeds witk the 
heat exchanger hot side flow discharge directed both towa,ds the liquid/vapor inter- 
face (axially) and in the radial direction (L.otated). With decreasing pump speed, the 
fluid mixing time increased. Also, i t  can be seen that the mixing ti-:ne is longer in 
the radial position and that change of pump speed has a stronger effect on mixing 
time when the nozzle is  in the radial discharge position. 
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The performance of the systenl in venting superheated vapor at various pump speeds 
is presented in Figures 6- 13 thru 6-16. At 1540 and 1080 rpn, Figures t.- 13 and 
6-14, the heat exchanger superheats the vent flow (22 psia) to the buik f i t  , rempera- 
ture. At the pump speed of 550 rpm, Figure 6-15, there is a reduction 1.n the 2ffec- 
tiveness of the heat exchanger with the vent flow approximately five degrees belov, 
the bulk temperature but still with nine degrees of superheat. As can be seen in 
Pigure 6- 16 and as was pointed out in Figure 6-9, at a pump speed of 280 rpm the 
system vents saturated oxygen which may contain some quant4.ty of liquid. This per- 
formance is dependent only on pump speed, operating pressure and vent flow rate. 
It is independent of heating rate and liquid level a s  long a s  the heat exchanger and 
vent inlet a r e  both in liquid. 
Pqr the case a t  liquid level 3 (heat exchanger inlet in vapor-vent inlet in liquid), 
there was no effect on ability to vent superheated vapor with pump speed even with 
the pump off. The heat exchanger primarily transferred heat from the shroud to the 
ullage at liquid level 3. 
The performance of the system in venting superheated vapor at various vent flow 
rates is presented in Figures 6- 17 through 6- 19. These figures show the perform- 
ance of the system a t  liquid level 2, input heat of 146 watts (500 ~ t u / h r )  and pump 
speed of 550 rpm. At pump speads of 1080 and 1540 rpm the system vented super- 
heated vapor over the full range of vent flow rates tested. At 550 rpm, with the v e ~ t  
flow rate of 17 kg I37.5 lb/'-r), Figure 6- 17, the system vented superheated vapor at 
a temperature approaching the bulk fluid temperature. When the flowrate was re- 
duced to 9.1 k g h r  (20 l b h r )  the vent fluid temperature came up to the bulk liquid 
temperature, approximately 8.3"K (15"R) superheated. At a vent flow rate of 34 kg/ 
h r  (75 lb/hr), the vent system was venting saturated fluid as shown in Figure 6-19. 
At the cold side flow rate of 34 k g h r  (75 lb/hr), there was insufficient hot side flow 
to  produce the heat exchanger effectiveness necessary to vent superheated vapor. 
The system pressure decay time was approximately p+-oportional to the changes in 
vent flow rate so  apparently o r  no liquid oxygen was  being vented. 
The effect of change in vent flow rate a t  liquid level 3 is presented in Figures 6-20 
and 6-21. In all cases the system was able vent superheated vapor. The only 
effects of doubling the vent flow rate from 17 l;g/hr (37.5 lb/hr) to 34 kg/hr (75 l b h r )  
was to reduce the vent exit temperature and to  decrease vent time. 
6.6.3 HEAT EXCHANGER PEICE'ORMANCE. - In order to obtain a quantitative indi- 
cation of heat exchanger thermal perforll~ance a s  a function of flow rate, heat ex- 
changer effectiveness, T o  - T ~ ~ / T ~ ~  - Tci i s  used. Ika t  exchanger effectiveness 
is plotted against vent side flow rate in Figure 6-22 for 'iquid oxygen on the hot side 
2nd in Figure 6-23 for gaseous oxygen on the hot side. in both cases, the vent side 
inlet was liquid oxygen. As shown in Figure 6-22, the actual effectiveness exceeded 
the effecbveness calculated for  the design performance. 
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P U M P  SPEED, 1540 RPM 
V E N T  INLET LO2 
HEAT EXCHANGER IN LO 
C O  C 1  
Figure 6-22. Heat Exchanger Effectiveness rn 1.iyuid Oxygen 

The exchanger eYectiveness values when operating with gaseous oxygen on the hot side, 
a s  shown by Figure 6-23, were lower than those presented in Figure 6-22 for liquid 
oxygen on the hot side. This was due to the lower hot side heat transfer coefficients 
when operating with a superheated gas. It was expected that, with saturated gas on the 
hot side, condensation would occur and heat transfer coefficients would be as  high as 
the liquid. The high hot side temperatures when the unit was in gas (liquid level at 13 
inches) were due to a significant amount of temperature stratification existing in the 
ullage. These hot side temperatures were such that the actual vent side exchanger out- 
let temperature was at least a s  high when the system was in gas as when it was im- 
mersed in liquid, even though the exchanger effectiveness was lower. The definition of 
effectiveness a s  used here is not an absolute measure of the exchanger performance 
when operating with a boiling fluid. For a given exchanger vent side outlet pressure, 
vent side outlet temperature is the primary measure of efficient system operation. This 
effectiveness is, however, a good measure of the performance of the exchanger in the 
superheat region, giving an indication of the syste?~;s  ability to  vent pure kapor. A 
zero effectiveness value would mean taat saturated vapor was being vented, with a 
good chance that liquid could also be present in the vent stream. 
Heat exchanger performance was further determined a s  a function of hot side flow rate 
by varying the pump speed. Both the vent and heat exchanger hot side inlets were in 
liquid, and the vent flow rate was maintained constant at approximately 17 kg/hr (37.5 
lb/hr). The results of these tests a r e  presented in Figures 6-24 and 6-25. Figure 
6-24 shows exchanger effectiveness versus pump speed which is proportional to hot 
side flow rate. It is seen that the effectiveness is zero (saturated outlet fluid) at pump 
speeds below 80 percent of the pump design speed (1540 rpm). This i s  also illustrated 
in Figure 6-25 where heat exchanger outlet temperature is shown to  decrease a s  pump 
speed decreases. With the outlet temperature a t  saturated conditions, some liquid 
was assumed to be at the system outlet. This occurred at the test condition with a 
pump speed at 280 rpm, corresponding to flow rate of 2210 lb/hr. Plotted readings of 
exchanger outlet temperature, showed that sab2ated outlet conditions woul*' continue 
to w c u r  a t  hot side flow rates slightly above tnis value. 
From the data recorded in the LH2 thermodynamic vent test, reference 2-11, it was 
shown that liquid was not present at the exchanger outlet until completely saturated 
conditions were reached. Therefore, any superheating of the vent gas with the present 
exchanger design results in a pure gas vent. 
Heat exchanger vent side pressure drop was also measured during testing. These data 
a re  plotted in Figure 6-26 a s  a function of vent flow rate, for both gas and liquid inlets. 
6.6.4 PUMP PERFORMANCE. Data obtained during testing of the pump and the heat 
exchanger a re  presented in Figures 6-27 and 6-28. Pump performance curves from 
Pesco (Reference 3-11) a r e  presented in Figure 6-27. Pressure drop data to obtain 
the Convair curve were taken from results of testing done on the heat exchzlger a t  
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Geoscience (Reference 3-12). The hot side flow coefficient (1%) was determined to be 
2.0 based on a flow area  of 1.63 by 1.94 inches. 
In order to determine flow rates, heat rise, and pump fluid power, the pump affinity 
laws a26 wed. In the present case, where the flow resistance is assumed constant; 
Where Ph is tile hydr*.ulic output power of the pump (qh = Q H ). 
From the above data, the pump flow rate in LO2 a s  a function of rpm was determined to 
be: 
- 3 Q, cfm = 6.0 - = 1 . 5 x 1 0  (N, rpnt) 1 1540) 
o r  for a LO2 density of 67.5 lb/ft3 
m, l b b r  = 0.393 (N, rpm) 
The static head r ise is similarly determined to be 
H, 1 = 0.0738 (Q, cfm)2 
6.6.5 FiiESSURE SWITCH PERFORMANCE. The pressure switch is required to 
sense tank pressure & actuate the pump and shut-off valve at a maximum pressure of 
324 kN/m2 (47 psia). Deactuation should occur a t  a minimum pressure of 269 k ~ / m ~  
(43 psia). The minimum deadband of the unit should be 10.3 k ~ / m ~  (1.5 psi). A sum- 
mary of the data obtained during oxygen testing is presented in Table 6-3. 
During the Convair testing, the aduation point was sometimes slightly out of tolerance 
on the low side. The total band was, however, in tolerance and discussions with the 
vendor indicate that with a slight adjustment to the switch setting, control of the pres- 
sure wlthin 296 to 324 k ~ / r n ~  (43 to 17 psia) could be easily accornplisheG. 
6.6.6 REGULATOR PERFORMANCE. The regulator performed satisfactorily through- 
out testing except for the probleln noted during tho compatibility test series  when the 
unit regulated low and would not pass sufficient gaseous oxy3n. 
Regulator outlet pressure duritg n o m a l  operation is presented in Figure 6-29 a s  a 
function of vent-flol:. rate for both liquid a d  gaseous oxygen. The regulated preeivure 
was lower with the gas inlet than with the liquid inlet, as would be expected. Also, 

regulation was approximately 20.7 k ~ / m ~  (3.0 psi) lower than the original require- 
ments of 151.8 13.4 k ~ / m ~  (22 *0.5 psia) when operating with gas. Control of the 
pressure with a Liquid oxygen inlet was, however, the most critiegl for heat transfer 
purposes and was generally within the requirements. In any case, the pressure reg- 
ulation obtained resulted in satis~actory overall system performance. 
6.6.7 ANALYSIS OF TANK PRESSURE DECAY RATES. The theoretical tank pres- 
sure decay rate while venting can be calculated when the vent fluid properties a re  
known and the tank pressure decay model i s  assumed. The pressure change in a tank 
under equilibrium can be expressed as, 
Where Q is the heat removed from the tank and m is the total mass of fluid within the 
tank. 
The net heat removed from the tank is the sum of the heat removed in the vent fluidand 
the heat added to the tank by normal heat leak and by input pump power. The heat re- 
moved from .he tank is given by 
= (9. hV - hL Qout 1 - e m v 
where hL is the enthalpy of the saturated liquid, hv is the enthalpy of the fluid leaving 
the tank, e is the vapor to liquid density ratio, is the heat of vaporization at satur- 
ated conditions. mv is the vent flow rate, and at 100°K (180°R) is 2.0. 
Thus, 
The fluid vented is essentially at uniform conditions at o r  near the design flow rate. 
For the case when the nominal heat leak into the tank is 146 watts (500 Btuhr). The 
pump input power at the design speed is nominally 73 watts (250 ~ t u / h r ) .  
Thus: (86.7nh - 750) 2.0 
AJ= v 
This equation is plotted in Figure 6-30 for liquid levels of .33 m and 1.52 m (13 and 
60 inches) over a range of flow rates. The data shown in Figure 6-30, for the two 
levels agrees fairly well with the calculated results. The .33 m (13-inch) liquid level 
data fall below the theoretical line. This difference was due to incomplete mixing, 
since the heat exchanger was in the vapor. 
6.6.8 ANALYSIS OF TANK PRESSURE RISE RATES. The theoretical pressure rise 
rate for a non-homogeneous fluid in a tank subjected to uniform heat can be calculated 
using equation 3-5. This equation is plotted in Figure 6-31 along with a presentation 
of the ;messwe rise rates experienced during testing. Pressure rise rates generally 
fall below those predicted by equation 3-5. This is due at least in part, to the stratif- 
ication of the ullage as  depicted in Figure 6-32. Equation 3-5 assumes uniform heat- 
ing and uniform ullage properties which clearly cannot be the case with the degree of 
ullage stratification present. 
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SECTION 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are made as  a result of this program. 
1. The feasibility and efficiency of the system to control tank pressure while 
venting only vapor when operating in an environment at least as  severe 
as that of the orbital experiment has been demonstrated. 
2. Tank fluid mixingandliquid/ullage coupling are extremely important for effi- 
cient pressure control. Tank pressure decay with the vent inlet in liquid and 
with the heat exchanger outlet directed radially was slower than when directed 
axially. This is attributed to the fact that liquid mixing and subsequent liquid/ 
ullage coupling was less effective in reducing the tank pressure. 
3. Pressure control was accomplished with both gas and liquid at the vent and 
heat exchanger hot side inlets. 
7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations are made as a result of this program. 
1. It is recommended that in preparing for operational use of the system a com- 
plete qualification tesiing of the system be performed. 
2. Since it was verified that tank mixing is an essential criteria for efficient 
operation of th is  system and is integral with it, it is recommended that fur- 
ther analyses and testing be accomplished with this system to determine its 
mixing characteristics in zero gravity at various liquid levels, pump speeds, 
and power levels. 
3. It is recommended that for orbital testing the system be located near one end 
of the tank with the heat exchanger outlet flow directed toward the other end. 
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APPENDIX A 
DOCUMENT REVLEW DATA 
The data contained in this  section was obtained under the Convair Aerospace 
1971 IRAD program and consists  of the l i t e ra tu re  survey discussed in Section 
2.0. General  content, significant advancements, and applicability to  the 
p r ~ s e n t  LOX vent program a r e  presented for  each of the following documents. 
A-1  Burge, G. W. ,  "System Effects On PI-opellant Storability and 
Vehicle Performance,  I '  by Douglas f o r  AFRPL,  Contract 
No, A F  04(6 11)-10750, October 1966, .AFRPL-TR-66 -258. 
The objective of this program was to  investigate the tradeoff between 
propellant storability and vehicle performance for the propellant 
s torage and feed subsys t en~  of a hypothetical LF2/LH2 space propulsion 
system. 
Pa r ame t r i c  analys is  of venting requirements  and provisions was 
included. Design recommendations were  derived and a full-scale 
- 
tes t  art icle was fabricated and tested to simulate the complete 
storage and feed subsystems.  The t e s t  sys tem utilizes LHZ and LNz 
In the a r e a  of venting, potential propellant l o s se s  f rom uncontrolled 
venting a t  low-g were  investigated and surface tension, mechanical  
separator  and thermodynamic sys tems  were analyzed for  application 
to hydrogen tank venting. It was concluded that the thermodynamic 
sys tem was the most  promising f ~ r .  the Hz and that there  would not be a nee~d 
to vent the F2 tank for most  miss ions  considered. 
Surface tension sc reens  were  discarded fo r  the following reasons:  
(1)  unknown behavior of moving fluids when encountering a d ry  sc reen ,  
(2)  problems associated with keeping the s c r een  wet under a l l  fluid 
and potential heating conditions, and ( 3 )  cleaning and compatibility 
problems with fine mesh screens .  The following operating characte l  - 
i s t i c s  of mechanical separa to rs  a r e  presented;  (1)  with turbine dr ive  - 
90% efficiency for h l e t  qualities down to 25% and (2 )  with e lec t r ic  
motor dr ive  - 80% efficiency for inlet qualities down to 10%. 
It is noted that t e s t s  associated with low-g venting problems were  
not included. Basic exchanger design data and comparative data 
presented fo r  the various low-g vent concepts a r e  of a general  in te res t  
to the LOX vent program. 
A-2 Burge, G. W. , "System Effects on Propellant Storability and 
Vehic le Perfor..nance, I '  Contract No. AF-04(611)- 10750, 
AFRPL-TR.-68 -227, December 1968. 
This report  FrGsC t s  the resul ts  of testing performed a t  AFRPL on 
the system descr l  :od in the previous document in the a r ea  of 
system pressuri.zation and high performance insulation. Data 
presented a r e  not cpecifically applicable to the current LGX vent 
program. 
A-3 Parmley, R. T., "Phase I Final Report, In-Space Propellant 
Orientation and Venting Experiments, 'I by LMSC for Air Force 
Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Contract A F  04(611) - 11403, 
3 1 October 1966. Dynatech performed dielectrophoretic component 
d.esigns under subcontract. 
This report describes the work done under phase I of a two phase 
program to provide two surface tension and two d i e l e c t ~  ophoretic 
hardware units for orbital flight testing. 
The pr imary experiment objectives a r e  demonstration of low-g 
liquid orientation and ullage vapor venting. The f i rs t  phase was 
designed to provide experiment definition, analysis, predesign and 
test  plans. Storable propellant combinations a r e  used for the 
surface tension analysis and cryogenic fluids for the dielectrophoretic 
analysis. The surface tension experiment was to be conducted in a 
.a. 305 m (12 inch) diameter transparent tank using ally1 alcohol a s  
the tes t  fluid, while the dielectrophoretic experiment was to use LN2 
in a 0.406 m ( 16-inch) d'ameter transparent tank. A significant 
amount of effort was performed on development of optimum mater ia ls  
and designs for the traasparent test  tanks. 
The data presented s e n e  to i l lustrate several  possible dielectrophoretic 
and surface tension system designs, but i s  otherwise not directly 
applicable to the current LOX vent program. 
A-4 Parmley, R. T. , "Phase I1 Final Report, In-Space Propellant 
Orientation and Venting Experiments, I '  by LMSG for AFRPL, 
Contract AF 04(611)-11403, April 1968. 
This report  summarizes work performed on the final design, fabrication, 
and ground testing of the surface tension experiment apparatus described 
in the previous document. As a result  of the work reported two surface 
tension experiment hardware units were delivered to AFRPL.  The 
companion dielectrophoretic experiment effort was terminated during 
the ear ly  fabricaticn phase. No specific reasons were given in this 
document for termination, however, for  future reference,  a11 design 
and fabrication work performed up to  the termination date of 2 March 1967 
i 3  summarized. 
The only value to the present  LOX vent program is in the i l lustrat ion of 
potei~tial  surface tension vent concepts. 
A-5 Stark, J. A. and Blatt, M. H. ,  "Analysis of Zero-Gravity Receiver 
Tank Vent Systems, I '  by Convair for  MSFC, Contract NAS8-20146, 
GDC-DDB69 -00 1, July 1969. 
The information contained in  this  repor t  is the result  of a PI-.ase I11 
study under Contract NAS8-20146 to define and design an  optimum vent 
system for  use in an orbi ta l  p r o p ~ l l a n t  r ans fe r  receiver  tank a t  low-g. 
In this  application, vent flow require  - .  ..cs o ~ l e  to initi.al cooldown 
t ransients  a r e  high in relat ion '.o no: coast  r eq l~ i r emen t s  and i t  
was assumed that the unit did not 2s. cperate  witil 100% vapor. 
Data showed that the mechanical sep;. was best l o r  this  application. 
Some work was a l so  done with wall exchansers  to i ~ n p r o v e  the overall  
vent efficiency. 
Some general  comparison data and mechanical separator  performance 
information may be applicable to the present  LOX vent program. 
A - 6  Stark, J. A. ,  et. a l . ,  "Cryogenic Propellant  Control and T rans f e r , "  
GDC-ERR-1538, December 1970. 
The work described in this  repor t  is divided into three  main categories,  
(1 )  propellant conditioning, ( 2 )  propellant orientation and control, 
and ( 3 )  orbital  propellant t ransfer .  Data pertinent to the present  LOX 
vent program a r e  found under both the propellant conditioning and 
orbital  propellant t ransfer  tasks. In the a r e a  of propellant conditioning, 
the reduction and analyzing of data obtained during cryogenic testing 
of a low-gravity heat exchanger vent sys tem and a s  en.-L led tzmperatur  e 
stratification and de stratification was accomplished. 
Also, and most  pertinent to the present  LOX vent study was the development 
and documentation of a computer p rogram capable of analyzing the hezt 
t ransfer  and flow character is t ics  of the exchanger vent concept when 
operating with ei ther H2 o r  02 .  Per t inent  work under the orbital  propellant 
t ransfer  t a sk  was an analysiz, of the safety aspects  of a dielectrophoretic 
LO2 orientation device. This analys is  showed significant problems s t i l l  
existed with respect  to the reliability qf high voltage feed-throughs and the 
potential arcing of the electrodes and that the safety of s ~ l c h  sys tems  with 
O2 had not yet been fully demonstrated. 
A-7 Kavanagh, H. M. and Rice, P. L.,  "Development of Subcritial Oxygen 
nnd Hydrogen Storage and Supply Systems,  "NAS3 - 1065, by AiResearch 
for MSC, 22 September 1964. 
Oxyger, and hvdroger. subcri t ical  s torage and supply sys tems  were 
designed, fabricated, and ground tected. The p r ima ry  objective was 
to advance the state -of -the -ar t  with I espect  to  the required analytical 
 tool^, design procedures,  and fabrication technic,nes, and, in part icular ,  
to  resolve the phase separation problems associated with subcri t ical  
s torage under zero-g  conditions. The sys tems  a r e  designed to supply 
gas  fo r  fuel cel ls  and life support systems.  
Operation is similar  to a thermodynamic vent system in tha. tank fluid 
is throttied to  a lower temperature  and p r e s su re  'hrough a p r e s su re  
regulatcr  and then passed through a heat  exchanger to  vaporize any 
liquid which ma.; be present .  In this  case  the exchailger i s  located a t  the 
outer wall of the vessel  which i s  vacuum jacketed. Also, the use ra te  is s l~c l  
that some of the existing fluid may be heated and passed back through 
a heat exchanger within the br lk  fluid to  maintain storage p r e s su re  a;iio\e 
a certain level. ':he p r imary  purpose of this syster,. i s  to deliver gas  
ra ther  than provide vent p r e s su re  control. The 0 tank diameter was 2 
0.635 rn (25 in. ). 
The main value of the data to the present  LOX vent program is in  a 
general  a ssessment  of hardware and system configurations for a wall 
exchanger vent application. It is noted that actual  testing was done 1% ith 
LX2 ra thcr  than 0 2 .  
A-8 Allgeier, R. K.,  "Sabcritical Cryogenic Storage develop men^ and Flight 
Test ,  I t  N.~SA/?UISC, February  1968, NASA-TN-D-4293. 
This repor t  descr ibes  both phases  of a two ph2se p rogram to  develop 
subcri t ical  cryogenic storage sys tems capable o. s u p p l y i ~ g  warm vapor 
regardless  of the liquid orientation. Ui.der t k e  phase I p rogram 
operational prototypes of LY2 and LO2 systems were destgned, 
fabrjcated and ground tested. To r  the oxygen sys tem N2 was actually 
used a s  the tes t  fluid. The phase I p rogram data a r e  a lso  presented 
in the previous document (A-7). 
The phase I1 program was to evaluate the performacce of follow-on 
hardware in ear th  orbit  using LN2 a s  the t es t  fluid. The tank was a dewar 
on the o rder  of 0. 635 m (25 in. ) inside dia. The flight t e s t  system was 
aboard Apollo-Saturn flight 233  on 5 July 1966. This flight completed 
development of this  part icuiar  subcri t ical  system. Sat; sfactor y system 
t-lperation was denlonstrated. The sys tem exhibited good p r e s su re  
c .ntrol and stability and the  heat-exchanger outlet temperature w a s  
significantly above saturat ion,  indicating only vapor removal. Vapor 
was delivered a t  a constant p r e s su re  ... ld the capability of the 1 egulator 
throttling valvt: and wall heat exchanger to operate within the design 
l imi ts  was  verified. 
The main value of the d?*a presented with respect to the current LOX vent 
Frogram is in the assessmant of hardware and system configurations for a 
wall exchanger vent application and in the state-of-the-art knowledge that 
such a system has been successfully operated in ear th orbit. 
A-9 Hill, D. E. and Salvinski, R. J. , "A Thermodynamic System for 
Zero-g Venting, .Stragc, a,ld Transfer of Cryogenic Propellants," 
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol. 4, No. 7, TRU', July 1967. 
Analysis and one-g LH2 testing of a thermodynamic vent system with 
an exchanger mounted on the tank wall is described. The test  system ' 
consisted of a O.61m (24-in.)dia. aluminum tank insulated with 80 layers  
of crinkled aluminized nylar. The exchanger consisted of .0031 m 
(. 12 5 in. ) dia. aluminum tubing mounted with a spacing of 0.228 m (9 ir,. ) 
to the outside surface of the tank. 
E l s i c  equations and weight and hardware configuration data may be 
applicable to evaluating wall exchanger systems for the LOX vent 
program. 
A-10 Zara, E. A. , "Flight Test of A Subcritical Cryogenic Storage Vessel, " 
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, June 1968, AFFDL-TR-68-46. 
The results of an 1800 second, zero gravity flight test  of a nitrogen 
subcritical cryogenic storage vessel a r e  presented. The flight 
objective was to evaluate the performance of a throttling valve and heat 
exchanger, designed to deliver a controlled flow of gas from a stored 
two -phase mixture. 
Some basic hardware and wall exchanger performance data may be 
pertinent to the current LOX vent program, however, the basic system i s  
designed a s  a gas supplier, with external heating available for gas 
vaporization, rather than a vent system. The test vessel was a CRES 
dewar with an inner shell diameter of 0. 178 m (7. 0-in. ). 
A-11 Dowty, E. L. and Murphy D. W . ,  "Heat Exchanger Design for 
Cryogenic Propellant Tanks, " Paper Presented at the 1967 Cryogenic 
Engineering Conference. 
This paper describes the design and test of a tank wall mounted heat 
exchanger with application to the thermodynamic vapor separation system. 
Analysis was accomplished on the basis of considering the tank wall 
to be a thermal fin with tubing attached to the outside to provide a 
sufficient fin root to absorb an amount of heat equal to that entering the 
tank iri .. external sources. 
The tes t  tank was a 0. 304 m (1 f t )  dia. copper sphere and liquid 
argon was used to simulate the propellant and helium gas the coolant. 
Some basic analytical data may be applicable to the current LOX vent wall 
exchanger concept, however, it i s  noted that energy balances and 
testing were associated with an exchanger attached only in the ullage 
region of a tank operating a t  one-g and would not have the same 
characterist ics a s  one required to operate at low-g with any liquid 
orientation. 
A-12 Murphy, D. W. ,  et. a t . ,  "Vent-Free Fluorine Feed System," 
by Martin for AFRPL, Contract F04611-67-C-0044, March 1968. 
A two phase program was conducted to investigate thermodynamic liquid 
vapor separator heat exchange systems that will efficiently maintain a 
vent-free fluorine condition by using vented hydrogen to  cool the 
fluorine. This report presents the workaccomplished under phase I 
of the program. 
A parametric study was conducted to define an optimum system for a 
typical 90 -day space mission. In this regard a computer program was 
developed to analyze the vehicle and define the amount of insulation, 
vented hydrogen and heat exchanger required for maximum vehicle AV. 
The fluorine is cooled by attaching aluminum tubing over the outside 
of the fluorine tank. 
The data and analytical tools developed a r e  applicable to the LOX vent 
study in the analysis of the wall exchanger thermodynamic vent concept. 
A-13 Murphy, D. W. and Rose, L. J. , "Vent-Free Fluorine Feed System, " 
by Martin Marietta for  P-FRPL, Contract F04611-67-C-0044, 
June 1968, AFRPL-TR-67 -323. 
The objective of the program was to investigate thermodynamic liquid 
vapor separator beat exchange systems that will efficiently maintain a 
vent-free fl~lorine condition by using vented hydrogen to cool the 
fluorine. This report  contail~s the results  of phase I1 of this program 
in which a test  art icle was designed and fabricated for use in the AFRPL 
space simulation facility to generate data for verifb-isg the -.rci~t-free 
analytical model developed during phase I (reference previous document). 
The tes t  art icle consisted of a 1. 83 m (6 f t )  dia. by 3. 35 m (1  1 ft)  high 
structure housing a 0.915 m (3  ft)  dia. and a 1. 22  m (4  ft) dia. spherical 
propellant tank. The test  fluids were to be LN2 and LH2, and the tanks 
were made of stainless steel. The nitrogen heat exchanger consisted of 
15. 25  m (50 f t )  of copper tubing attached to the outside of the tank. The 
tanks were insulated with 1 -inch of aluminized mylar multilayer insulation. 
The system was helium leak tested and functionally tested with liquid 
nitrogen and hydrogen before shipment. 
Some basic hardware and system fabrication techniques may be useful 
in evaluation of the LOX vent wall exchanger concept. 
A- 14 Page, R. G. and Tegart, J. R. , "Vent -Free Fluorine Feed System 
Analysis - Final Technical Report, I '  Contract F046 11 -69 -C0033, 
September 1969. 
The objective of this program was to reduce the experimei-:a1 data 
obtained at  the AFRPL on the system described in the previous 
document, correlate it with the analytical model described in document 
A- 12 and modify the model and computer program if required. 
The most significant test  run was a 34-hour run to demonstrate the 
feasibility of the vent heat exchnger  system. Based on results 
of the test the analytical model was modified and improved. In general 
the final model could predict the test  data within *20% under a l l  imposed 
conditions. 
The data and analysis a r e  somewhat applicable to the LOX vent wall 
exchanger concept. It i s  noted, however, chat the data will only be of 
a basic nature since the actual exchanger fluid was hydrogen rather than 
the O2 o r  N2. 
A-15 Sterbentz, W. H. , "Liquid Propellant Thermal Conditioning System, I'  
for LeRC by Lockheed, Interim Report, NAS3-7942, April 1967. 
The overall program was designed to investigate the effectiveness of the 
thermal conditioning concept for cryogenics tank pressure control. 
During the study various concepts were studied for use a s  fluid removal 
units, expansion units, heat exchanger units, and propellant mixers. 
Parametr ic  performance data were developed for these components 
and a r e  presented in the report. Also, some criteria for establishing 
propellant mixing requirements a r e  included. It i s  noted that the fluid 
removal unit was originally required to provide a liquid-only inlet 
to the vent in order  to conserve helium. However, in the analysis 
presented i t  was decided that none of the various concepts considered 
(wicking device, capillary standpipe, dielectrophoresi s ,  dynamic 
separators) were reliable,or practical from a weight standpoint. Liquid 
removal was, therefore, ~ o t  included in the final system design. The 
parametric data and mixing cr i ter ia  were applied to three reference 
missions and a thermal conditioning system defined for the liquid 
hydrogen tank on each. 
The data contained in the report i s  generally for hydrogen, however, some 
of the basic equations and paramet-.ic component performance data may 
be useful to the present LOX vent program. 
- 16 Sterbentz, W. H. , "Liquid Propellant Thermal Conditi~ning Sy ;tern, 'I 
Final Report, NAS3-7942, by Lockheed for NASAIL~RC:, 15 August 1968, 
LMSC K-07 -68 -2. 
This document reports  the design, 'abrication, and test  of a hydrogen 
thermal conditioning system. Also the experimental data & r e  compared 
with the analytical data presented in che previous docuiA-ent. 
The information contained in this report  i s  only importa-.i to the LOX 
vent program a s  it adds to the general feasibility blerlonsLration of thermal 
conditioning type vent systems. 
A - 17 Cady, E. C. , "Thermodynamic Vapor -Liquid Separhtor, I '  f rom Proceedil;; 
of Low-G Seminar a t  Douglas in May 1969. Edited by J. B. Bls+ckrnon, 
N 71-13113. 
. The objective of this program was to  define an op t im~~n .  low-gravity 
vent system for use with upper stage vehicles using cryogenics, including 
LF2. Various thermodynamic vent concepts were considered. 
'The report  discusses previous work done on wall and bulk heat exchangcr 
systems by Martin iDocurnent A - 12), Lockheed (A - 15) and Convair 
(Ref. 3-2). and presents a new concept of their (MDAC) own. 7-lis new 
concept is called an electro convection system, and i s  esseqcially the 
same a s  a bulk exchanger system, except that the mechanical pump i s  
replaced by a high voltage electric field to provide increased heat 
t ransfer  coefficients for exchanger operation. The report  isn't c lear  
a s  to whether o r  not fluid mixing, if any, will be sufficient to prevent 
the unit from subcooling a local liquid volume. The system electrical  
requirements appear to be similar to  that for dielectrophoretic liquid 
orientation. However, based on their comparisons this system 
seems to have some advantages over the other systems and was 
considered further in the initial screening. 
A-18 Leonhard, K. E . ,  et. a l . ,  "Cryogenic Tank Test Program, " 
GDC-ERR-1419, December 1969. 
As part  of this repar t  the tes t  system and test  tank used for hydrogen 
heat exchanger v ~ n t  testing i s  described. The test  tank was a 2. 22 m 
(87. 6 in.)/ 1. 89 m (74. 5 in) oblate SF Yieroid. Corresponding data reduction ;r 
information most pertinent to the present LOX vent study a r e  presented 
in document A -6. 
A-19 Fahimian, E. J. and Hurwitz, M. , "Research and Design of a Practical  
and Economical Dielectrophoretic System for the Control o; Liquid 
Fuels Under Low Gravity Environmental Conditions, " Final Repoi-t, 
by Dynatech for NASAIMSFC, Contract NAS8 -20553, May 1967, Dynatech 
report  No. 723. 
Design and weig. t data a r e  presented for  Saturn and uprated Saturn orbital 
tankers and for bdth three-stage and Saturn IV lunar mission vehicles. 
Data a r e  based on the use of practical state -of -the -art  components. 
Mechanical design and weight analysis were performed under subcontract 
by LMSC. Design and weight data generated for complete liquid 
orientation in the various lunar mission vehicles wf. 1113 he ?nost 
applicable to the present LOX vent program. 
A-20 Blutt, J. R. , "Operating Safety of Dielectrophoretic Propellant Manage- 
ment Systems, " Final Report, NAS8-20553, by Dynateck. ',r VSFC, 
31 March 1968, Dynatech Teport No. 768. 
An exper i i~ i . r , '~ l  program was conducted to demonstrate the safety of 
a typical dielectrophoretic pri:pellant orientation system with oxygen 
and hydrogen propellants and nel.iurn pressuri-&&on. 
The program was conducted in three steps: (1) determination of 
compatibility of materials with oxygen and hydrogen, (2) generation 
of basic data on electrical breakdown i r ,  oxygen/helium and hydrogen/ 
helium mixtures using model electrode elements, and (3) investigation of 
the extrapolation of the small-scale electrical breakdown data by performing 
"full scale" tests using 0. 1525 m (6 in. ) wide electrodes with 0. 0254 m 
(1 in) and 0. 076 m ( 3  in) spacing in a 1.352 m (41.5 in) diameter 
spherical tank. The study conclusion was that small-scale module 
electrical breakdown tests  can be uqed to predict the performanze of 
full scale designs. 
It is noted, however, that the O2 testing is considered the most crit ical  
to the present LOX vent application and, due to the failure of the high 
voltage feedthrough, the test ser ies  was cut short such that O2 system 
safety was not conclusively proven. 
An analysis of the safety demonstrations reported herein was made by 
Convair under Contract NAS8-26236 and is reported in document A-6. 
A-21 Blutt, J. R. and Hurwitz, M. , "A Dielectrophoretic Liquid Oxygen 
Converter for Operation in Weightless Environments, " Dynatech Corp. 
for Wright Patterson Air Force Base, AMRL-TR-68-2 1, July 1966. 
Analyses, experiments, and designs were accomplished to establish the 
performance characteristics, optimum weight, and safety of a 
dielectrophoretic liquid oxygen converter. 
3 Application i s  to provide complete orientation of LO2 in a 25-liter (0.88 ft ) 
tank in order that liquid can be withdrawn and vapor vented. One-g 
testing was accomplished with both Freon and LN2. 
The main value of this work was in the development of real is t ic  
electrode configurations and weight data. In addition to the 25-liter 
3 (. 88 ft ) bottle operating a t  l o - )  g l s  weights a r e  presentcd for  systems 
3 
up to 1.017 rn (40 in) diameter (19 ft  ) and operating between and 
10-5 gts. 
A -22 Bovenkerk, P. E. , "Zero-Gravity Test  of an Advanced Surface -Tension 
Propellant Orientation and Ullage Vapor Venting Device. 'I AFRPL-TR-69- I 
June 1969. 
This report ,  summarizes  the resul ts  of a low and zero-gravity tes t  
program to  determine the functional capabilities of a representative liquid 
propellant surface -tension orientation and vapor venting system that 
resulted f rom Contract A F  04(611)-990 with Bell Aerosystems. This 
Bell work was covered under the l i tera ture  survey presented in  
Reference 3 -1. 
This device utilized sc reens  and capillary t raps  to accomplish the 
orientation and venting functions. Testing was accomplished in  a K C  - 135 
aircraft .  The resul ts  of the test  program successfully demonstrated t h e  
use of surface-tension sc reens  for  propellant orientation. The vapor 
venting t e s t s  that were performed were "successful, " however, several  
unstable situations a r e  possible which could not be investigated in the 
test  facility utilized. In the venting system described in this report ,  
there  i s  no positive means of insuring that liqdid will not be vented. 
There is the possibility of forcing some liquid through the vent baffle 
on every vent cycle. 
It i s  concluded in the report ,  that orienting all  the propellant i s  probably 
the soundest approach to solving the venting problem and the specific 
system described here  would not be api>licable to the LOX vent application 
A -23 Warren, Richard P. , et. at. , "Passive Retention1 ~ x ~ u l s i o n  Methods 
for  Subcritical Storage of Cryogens, " Martin Marietta Corp. / ~ e n v e r  
Report MCR-71-58, Contract NAS 9-10480, July 1971. 
This report  gives a detailed description and analysis of a surface tension 
device which i s  designed to control a l l  of the ?ropellant, thus enabling 
control of both a liquid f r e e  vent gas volume and a gas f ree  liquid volume 
for  expulsion. A heavily modified design of the same concept i s  presented 
a s  a combination acquisition and vent control system for  the space shuttle 
orbiter  OMS tanks. 
A discussion of this system's design, operation and deficiencies i s  presented 
along with a comparison to a separate acquisition system and a thermo- 
dynamic type vent system. No testing has been performed to date to 
prove the systems performance capabilities under shuttle orbi ter  operating 
conditions. 
This system is applicable to the LOX vent requirements  and appears  to 
be theoretically feasible. Thus, fur ther  consideration will be  given to 
this  sys tem in  the initial sys tems  analysis  and concept selection to  be  
performed under the cur rent  LOX vent program. 
A-24 Nice, M. and Ostrach,  S., "Liquid-Gas Separation and Containment, 'I 
Research sponsored by theAir Fo rce  Office of Scientific Research,  
August 1970. 
The objective of this  r esea rch  was t o  determine some of the containment 
character is t ics  of a closed liquid-gas cyclone separator  and how the 
containment character is t ics  a r e  affected by shaping the separa to r ' s  walls. 
P e r h r m a n c e  curves  a r e  presented as a function of inlet Reynolds number, 
separa tor  geometries,  and collection times. Special attention is given 
to the effect of geometry on secondary flows. This repor t  gives a good 
introduction to the general  field of vortex separation along with a number 
of references.  However, the data contained would only be useful to  the 
LOX vent program i f  such a vortex sys tem were  pursued to  detailed 
analysis  and design. 
A-25 Macklin, M. , "Water Handling in the Absence of Gravity, I '  Aerospace 
Medicine, Vol. 37, October 1966. 
The use  of centrifu-$a1 force  field and stat ic  impingement methods of 
separating o r  collecting water in  the absence of gravity a r e  discussed. 
The repor t  p resen t s  a good general  discussion of the  various separation 
p rocesses ,  but does not cnntribute a:ly specific data fo r  solving the 
present  LOX vent problem. 
A-26 Lawler,  M. T. and Ostrach,  S.,  "A Study of Cyclonic Two-Fluid 
Separation, " by Case Institute of Technology for AFOSR, Contract 
A F  -AFDSR- 194-65, June i965. 
This study presen t s  a consideration of some of the problems of two-phase 
flow in o rde r  to analyze the separation of a two-phase fluid mixture  in a 
cyclone separator.  An experimental  separa tor  was designed and built. 
The t es t  fluid was water  and a i r .  Separation efficiency and p r e s s u r e  
drop data a r e  presented fo r  a wide range of operating conditions and 
geometric configurations. 
Again this  data would only be di rect ly  useful for  the LOX vent program if 
a detailed analysis  and design of a vortex type sys tem were  to  be initiated. 
A -27 Ward, W. D. , "Vapor -Liquid Separator,  " NASA, Patent  No. 3, 397, 5 12, 
28 Cecember  1966. 
A device for  separating vapor f rom a heterogeneous vapor -liquid mixture 
ranging f rom 100% liquid to 100% vapor a t  zero-g  is described.  The sys tem 
uti l izes a s ta t ic  vor tex  tube separa to r  t o  provide vapor t o  dr ive  a 
turbine which d r i v e s  a pump to  fo rce  the separa ted  liquid back t o  the 
tank. 
It  is assumed  that  expansion into the vortex tube will vaporize enough 
gas  to  allow separat ion to  be  accomplished when the inlet is 1OOyo 
liquid. At f i r s t  glance i t  would s e e m  that tu  shine and pump control  over  
the full  range  of potential inlet quali t ies  would be  a significant problem. 
Also, the efficient operat ion of the vortex tube o v e r  the full range 
of conditions would be  questionable. This  type sys tem i s ,  however, fur ther  
considered in the  analys is  and comparison task. 
A-28 Hamm, J. R . ,  et. a l . ,  "Technical P roposa l ,  t o  Convair Aerospace  
Division General  Dynamics Corporat ion for  Fabr ica t ion  and Acceptance 
Test ing of A Liquid Oxygen  motor-Pump, " P e s c o  Engineering Repor t  
No. 5551, 14 January 1971. 
A pump designed for  use in LO2 i s  described.  The basic pump was  one 
originally designed t o  be i m m e r s e d  completely in the oxygen environment, 
both GO2 and LOZ. The unit was sat isfactori ly tested in th is  environnient 
under contract  to MSC. The proposed unit i s  to be the s a m e  a s  th&t 
tested except that additional protection i s  incorporated by isolating the 
e l ec t r i ca l  wiring f r o m  actual  contact with the oxygen. This  is accomplished 
by utilizing a sealed can to separa te  the ro to r  and stat ic  elements.  
A-L9 Bradshaw, R. D. , e t .  a l . ,  "Thermodynamic Studies of Cryogenic 
Propellant  Management, " GDC-ERR-AN- 1144, December 1967. 
This r epor t  desc r ibes  a var ie ty  of work performed during 1967 under 
the  Convair IRAD program.  Two a r e a s  a r e  pert inent  to low gravity 
venting (1)  analys is  of a vortex tube type separa to r  for r ece ive r  tank 
low-g venting and ( 2 )  feasibility analysis  of destrat if icat ion capabilities 
of a tank wall heat  exchanger. 
In the case  of the vor tex  tube bas ic  equations were  developed for  
determining p r e s s u r e  drops  requi red  to  separa te  vapor and liquid. 
P a r a m e t r i c  data a r e  presented  for hydrogen, however,  the bas ic  
equations may have application to the p resen t  LOX vent p rogram.  
With re spec t  to the tank wall exchanger i t  was determined that 
t empera tu re  s trat i f icat ion could b e  reduced by fa i r ly  s m a l l  exchanger 
coil spacings.  This par t icular  analysis  was for  hydrogen and constant 
cooling t empera tu res  were  a s s u m e d  with no account of how one actual ly 
d is t r ibutes  the vent cooling throughout such an exchanger. This  information 
would only be useful to  the p resen t  LOX vent program to the extent that 
the bas ic  equations developed can b e  applied. 
A-30  Warren ,  R .  P. and Anderson,  J .  W . ,  "A System for Venting a 
Propellant  Tank i n  the Absence of Gravi ty ,  " Advances in Cryogenic 
Engineering,  Vol. 12, June 1966. 
This document describes the analysis and 1-g testing of a thermo- 
dynamic vent system with an exchanger attached to the outside tank 
wall. The basic tes t  objective was to demonstrate over a range of 
heat flux that good pressure  control could be achieved with liquid 
a t  the inlet to the vent while maintaining the same boiloff ra te  a s  
with a normal gas vent. 
The tes t  tank was aluminum of 0.66 m (26 in) dia. with hemispherical  
heads separated by a 0.254 m ( !O in) cylindrical section. Two heat 
exchangers were employed with one attached in the liquid a r e a  and 
the other in the ullage region. These exchangers could be operated in 
parallel  or separately. The exchanger consisted of 0.0063Sm (0. 25 in) 
dia. aluminum tubes spiraled around the tank and welded to the outer 
surface a t  approximately every 0. 203 m (3  in) via  connecting aluminum 
tabs. LN2 is the test  fluid and is extracted f rom the bottom of the tank 
for vent through the exchanger(s). 
The testing appeared to be successful and the basic  concept and 
exchanger design and control c r i t e r ia  may be applicable to b 
detailed LOX vent wall exchange-r system design. 
A- 3 1 Paynter , H. L. , "Experimental Investigation of Capillary Propellant 
Cox t ro l  Devices for  Low Gravity Environments," Martin for MSFC, 
June 1970, NAS8-21259, MCR-69-585, I1 Volumes. 
Results a r e  presented of drop tower tes ts  to investigate; (1 ) the liquidlgas 
interfacial stability provided by perforated plate and square-weave 
screen under accelerations ilormal and parallel  to  the surfaces ,  (2)  various 
passive schemzs fo r  preventing the passage of settled propellants, and 
(3) liquid filling of capillary annuli and the removal of undesired vapor 
pockets during filling. 
Basic hydrodynamic scaling parameters  were verified and the data 
presented would be useful in the detailed design of a surface tension 
device fo r  the LOX vent application. The basic design of such a system 
which i s  used in the initial system comparisons was presented in 
document A-23. 
